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Mission Accomplished
Texas A&M University surpasses its hiﬆoric
$4 billion Lead by Example campaign goal.

is an impressive number, but it is the positive human impact that speaks
greater volumes. The Lead by Example campaign shattered records because
countless Aggies and friends of Texas A&M University believe in its mission.
They believe in our university’s humble beginnings, our values, and Texas
A&M’s ability to create an exponentially brighter future for our state, nation
and world. This campaign proves that the Aggie Spirit and Texas A&M’s mission
to educate principled leaders of character is still alive and well.”
Tyson Voelkel ’96
P r e s i d e n t & C e O, t e x a s a & M F O u n dat iO n

Read more from Tyson about the Lead by Example campaign’s impact on page 6.
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editor’sdesk

The Sum of Philanthropy
When I started working as a writing intern for the Texas A&M
Foundation during the spring of 2012, the Lead by Example campaign had just begun. In its fledgling state, it was nothing more than
a name on paper and a set of goals with the daunting task of raising
$4 billion.
As a recently hired freshman, I still had a lot to learn about philanthropy at Texas A&M University. I didn’t quite understand the
role of campaigns in higher education, nor did I have an inkling as
to just how much private gifts make a difference on campus. My first
real indication of that was the reopening of the Memorial Student
Center in April 2012, following three years of renovation and expansion. We featured the renovated facility on the cover of the summer 2012 issue of Spirit, and reading that story was the first time
that I felt impacted by philanthropy as a student, outside of the scholarships I received.
Nearly a decade later, I now find myself responsible for telling
and sharing similar stories about the impact of philanthropy daily
and in every issue of Spirit. It is a rewarding profession and one I
take seriously. This issue rates as one of my favorites yet, because
it is dedicated exclusively to some of the stories, gifts and people
who defined the Lead by Example campaign.
The campaign may have ended on Dec. 31, 2020, but the programs within these pages will live on in Aggieland for generations
thanks to private generosity. This edition includes stories, among
others, about two major scholarship programs created during the
campaign; a contribution that enabled Texas A&M’s expansion
into Washington, D.C.; a planned gift that will allow future Aggies

to learn on a beautiful Hill Country ranch; and the Hagler Institute
for Advanced Study, a program that elevates the university’s academic stature because one man decided that Texas A&M should
not settle for any standard less than that of the greatest public
institution of higher learning in the country.
The diversity of gifts and what they enable is astounding, and
yet, these stories are just a sampling of the many we are privileged
to share. I know that even as we move past the campaign, there will
be no shortage of more to come. Most gifts, after all, are not driven
by a campaign but by an individual’s own heartfelt desire to contribute to something greater than themselves, a quality unbound
by time.
We still have a lot to do in terms of educating current and
former students about the role of philanthropy at Texas A&M, but
I hope that with each issue of Spirit, and especially this one, it becomes a little clearer.

Dunae Reader ’15
Editor, Spirit magazinE
Explore more stories of impact and learn how major gifts to the campaign
have positively transformed Aggieland for generations to come at
leadbyexample.tamu.edu.
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letters
Share Your Comments: We always enjoy receiving our

Editor’s note: After publishing the Time

readers’ reactions to Spirit. If the magazine’s content
moves you to write, please send a note or email us at
info @ txamfoundation.com.

Capsule article about presidential visits to
Aggieland in the summer 2020 issue of Spirit,
former students notified us that Ronald
Reagan also visited campus in November
1978 prior to becoming president. During his
visit, he participated in a Memorial Student
Center Political Forum that took place in
Rudder Auditorium, where he gave a speech
focused on prominent political issues followed
by a Q&A session. Several readers shared
recollections of this historic event with us.

d u na e r e a d e r ’ 1 5

Editor

to speak on campus a few weeks after Reagan’s visit.
Following Reagan’s speech, I spoke
briefly with him and asked that he sign the
mock diploma on the line that said “President.” I found him to be warm and engaging. After he was informed of my plan and
Buckley’s subsequent visit, he quipped,
“Please tell Bill he has permission to sign
underneath my name!”
Several weeks later, I obtained Buckley’s signature as well. He signed on the line
where it said “Dean of the College” under
Reagan’s signature, and my mother-in-law
enjoyed the gift. Keep up the great work!
— d r . rO b e rt s C h i n d l e r ’ 78 ’ 8 5

Houston, Texas

“They Didn’t Hiss Me!”

President Reagan’s Visit
As always, I thoroughly enjoyed the latest
issue of Spirit. However, the Time Capsule article,“Welcome, Mr. President,” neglected to include Ronald Reagan’s 1978 visit
to campus, where he spoke to students in
Rudder Auditorium.
As a Christmas gift for my motherin-law that year, I planned to give her an
imitation diploma signed by Reagan and
William F. Buckley Jr., a conservative political author and commentator and founder of
the National Review, who was scheduled
04 | t e x a s a & M F O u n dat iO n

I very much enjoy reading Spirit. In our
mostly digital world, there is something
comforting about turning the glossy pages
of a real magazine.
I read with interest the summer issue’s
article about U.S. presidents who have visited campus. Along with other earlier presidents, the visits of Gerald Ford, Jimmy
Carter, George H.W. Bush, Bill Clinton,
George W. Bush and Barack Obama were
noted. However, Ronald Reagan’s Aggieland visit was missing!
I served as program chairman for Reagan’s only visit to campus. His Nov. 15, 1978,
visit was hosted by MSC Political Forum,
the MSC committee that brought speakers
from across the political spectrum to campus to educate students on the issues of the
day. Reagan had conceded the Republican
nomination to Gerald Ford in 1976 and
launched his ultimately successful 1980

General Dwight D.
Eisenhower visited
campus a second
time in 1950 during
inauguration
ceremonies for Dr.
Marion Thomas
Harrington, Texas
A&M University’s
12th president.

cam paign
shortly after his visit. It was Political Forum’s
biggest event in our history. We easily sold
out Rudder Auditorium!
More than 40 years later, three memories remain from that visit. My first memory is of David Fisher, Reagan’s advance
man—the person who visits before the arrival of an important visitor to make appropriate arrangements. At the time, I didn’t
know what an advance man was or what
they did, but once I saw Fisher come to campus and help us get prepared, I knew what
I wanted to do! Three years later, I became
the advance man for Gov. Bill Clements
during his run for reelection in 1981–1982.
Second, we used The Texas A&M
University System plane to pick up Reagan in Dallas and bring him to College
Station. I was a 19-year-old sophomore in
a private plane with the next president! I
thought that was very cool.
Last, and my fondest memory, was our
chat just before and after we went on stage.
Reagan was backstage in a chair reviewing
his legendary 3x5 notecards. Before my introduction and his entrance on stage, I gave
him a rundown of Aggie traditions and
ended with a heads-up on what a “whoop”
and a “hiss” meant. I told him“whoops” were

good,
but he might hear a loud hiss if he said
something on the wrong side of where the
students stood, since Aggies don’t boo. As
you might imagine, Reagan just killed it,
and as we left the stage to the sounds of
cheers and whoops, he leaned over to me,
cocked his head, gave me that Reagan smile
and said,“Sam, they didn’t hiss me!”

digitaldialogue

— s a M g i l l e s Pi e ’ 8 1

Dallas, Texas

I think it’s awesome that so many Aggie visualization
graduates work in Hollywood, as it shows once again that

A Memorable Inauguration
After reading the summer issue’s Time Capsule article, I was reminded of a second visit
by Dwight Eisenhower that followed his
1946 Muster address but occurred before
his terms as president. In 1950, Dr. Marion
Thomas Harrington ’22 ’27 was inaugurated as president of the Agricultural and
Mechanical College of Texas, and Gen.
“Ike” attended his inauguration ceremony
with the Corps of Cadets, who assembled
at Kyle Field to hear his address. I was a sophomore at the time, and the event has stuck
in my memory! Following the ceremony, he
signed autographs for several students.

Texas A&M makes amazing contributions to almost every
industry across the U.S. !
— dav e M a r s h

Bryan, Texas
Aggie Park looks awesome! I can’t wait to see ESPN College
GameDay broadcasting from this park with cameras panning
over the area showing our beautiful campus to the world.
— s C Ot t M O n k ’ 0 5

Phoenix, Arizona
Love the water features and the landscaping renderings
for Aggie Park!
— rO b e rt l e e dy ’ 9 8

Murphy, Texas
We are #terryproud of Samantha Hernandez ’ 20 and can’t
wait to see how she impacts health care!

— r iC h a r d r a i n s J r . ’ 5 3

Austin, Texas

—y vO n n e M O O dy ’ 9 1

President & Executive Director, The Terry Foundation
Bellaire, Texas

“ I was a 19-year-old sophomore
in a private plane with the
next president! I thought that
was very cool.”

I am so thankful to be one of the 200 Aggies supported by
Mr. Marburger’s scholarships this year! Aggies always take
care of Aggies, and Mr. Marburger exemplifies the core
value of selfless service.
— h e l e na M aC C rO s s a n ’ 2 3

— s a M g i l l e s Pi e ’ 8 1 ( M s C P O l i t iC a l F O ru M
C O M M i t t e e C h a i r M a n d u r i n g rO na l d
r e ag a n ’ s 19 78 C a M P u s v i s i t )

New Braunfels, Texas
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MERARI BOFFILL ’18

Four Billion Reasons to Believe in Tomorrow
The achievement of the Lead by Example campaign’s $4 billion goal proves there is no limit
to what the Aggie community can accomplish.

F
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ive years ago, I joined the Texas A&M Foundation with a clear mission: lead our team
during the Lead by Example campaign to
raise $4 billion to help build a brighter
future for Texas A&M University. The
Foundation was already well-known and
respected, and I had the benefit of standing on my predecessors’ shoulders. I was
also advised by a Board of Trustees that
provided world-class governance, wisdom
and an unmatched passion for excellence.
I have learned a great deal and write to you

now with the utmost respect and admiration for the work you have entrusted us.
In the end, donors exceeded the campaign goal of $4 billion and contributed
$4.25 billion! In the waning months of
the campaign, I stressed that the final dollar amount would pale in comparison to
the human value that your combined generosity created, and I still stand by that. But
at the same time, that dollar amount reflects an awe-inspiring buy-in from donors
from all walks of life that should not be ignored or taken for granted.
After all, the number itself defies comprehension. Four billion seconds is nearly
127 years. Four billion people would equate
to more than 12 times the U.S. population
and could pack Kyle Field more than 36,000
times over. If you could walk four billion
steps in a straight line down the equator,
you would travel around the world just over
61 times. No matter how you view it, the
figure is mind-boggling.
On our end, that dollar amount was
bolstered by a series of other, less visible figures. Our hard-working Foundation team
members processed more than 300,000
gifts, authored and presented more than
10,000 proposals, and collectively drove
5.4million miles on more than 80,000donor
visits to ensure the campaign’s success. Ul-

president’spost

timately, that success came down to people—people who gave generously when
called upon, and people on our team who
built real relationships for the betterment
of this university and every life it touches.
Our team members were not just determined; they were astonishingly efficient.
Throughout the campaign, the Foundation spent an average of 13 cents for every
dollar raised—seven cents fewer than the
national average for nonprofits and best in
class among fundraising institutions for
major universities. That drive translated to
our university’s endowment growing from
$1 billion at the campaign’s start to a market value of more than $2.2 billion today.
Most importantly, the return on our investments was realized. Through donor contributions, we now annually give more than
$120 million to Texas A&M. That translates
to scholarships for more than 9,000 students, support for more than 500 faculty
and funds for hundreds of other programs.
I do not mention these statistics simply to highlight my team’s efforts; I mention them because they are the metrics by
which we measure our success in meeting
our responsibility to Texas A&M and our
donors, upon which we will strive to improve. The work we do here really matters.
This campaign’s success could not have
been achieved, either, without the help of our
affiliates and academic partners. Our academic partners are rare leaders in research,
teaching and academic administration and
should be thanked for their bold ideas that
push higher education to new levels.
Between the Texas A&M Foundation,
The Association of Former Students, the

12th Man Foundation, the George & Barbara Bush Foundation, and the Texas Aggie
Corps of Cadets Association, this university has brought together a team of teams
unlike any other. The leaders and team
members of these affiliates deserve special
credit from all Aggies, and I thank each of
them for their impact and the unique value
their organization adds to Texas A&M.
If I have learned anything from my
role and the Lead by Example campaign, it
is the true power of a community ignited
by a shared passion. The Latin root word
for “university,” universitas, literally means “a
whole.”Texas A&M is more than a big school
with a rich history—it is a tremendous collective endeavor toward a better life for all.
Our land-grant mission coupled with the
humble backgrounds of many of our donors
is a testament to the American dream and
the power of higher education. This campaign was not made possible by any single
donor, university administrator, student,
professor or staff member, but by all working in concert to sustain and improve this
place we call Aggieland.
People believe in Texas A&M enough
to give all they can toward its future, and
for good reason. We serve a university that
means so much because it stands for so
much; one that is built on the same values
that built our great nation. In my first letter to Spirit readers, I wrote that I joined the
Foundation because I believed that America was worth fighting for and that education was the only societal lever we had that
could meaningfully transform our economy,
security and prosperity. The intervening
years have only solidified these convictions.

The next generations of Americans
deserve—no, need—institutions that treat
values like respect, excellence, leadership,
loyalty, integrity and selfless service not as
aspirations but as expectations. They will
need institutions that not only strengthen
minds but also soften hearts. They will need
institutions like Texas A&M. It is through
your philanthropic investments that we
help bend the arch of progress and inspire
innovation across campus, all while embracing and learning from our unique culture, traditions and incredible values.
For everyone who gave to Texas A&M
during Lead by Example: Thank you. Your
contribution helped achieve the largest philanthropic campaign for a university in Texas
history and set a standard of selflessness
for future generations to follow. As those
generations reap the rewards of your generosity, they will look back on this moment
and strive to live by your leading example.
With that, one question remains for
the Foundation: What do we do now that
Lead by Example is over? For the most part,
we return to our singular mission of building a brighter future for Texas A&M, one
relationship at a time. That said, exciting developments are never far off, and there is
no limit to what this community can accomplish. So, stay tuned; I’m confident the future will give us even more reasons to say,
“Wow, how about them Aggies!”

Tyson Voelkel ’96
president & CeO, texas a&m fOundatiOn
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oncampus

During the Lead by Example campaign, gifts supporting Texas A&M
University student activities secured the vitality of Aggieland’s
more than 1,000 student organizations and ensured that students
continued to learn and grow through outside-the-classroom
experiences.

Harns Support Student
Leaders
During their time at Texas A&M University, Lori ’87 and Mikal Harn ’88 learned
the value of servant leadership, which gave
them a head start in the business world. To
help shape future generations of Aggie leaders, they created an endowment to support
leadership development programs in the
Memorial Student Center (MSC).
The Harns’ gift will offer operational
funding for MSC leadership programs and
scholarship stipends for MSC student leaders to attend conferences or programs to
develop their leadership skills.“Their endowment ensures that we can offer unique experiences to students and create next-level

leadership programming,” said Luke Altendorf, MSC director.
The Harns believe that Aggies who
participate in MSC organizations develop
values and skills that last a lifetime.“We are
fortunate to see the impact of these programs on current and aspiring student leaders,” Mikal said.“Taking on leadership roles
is crucial to success after graduation, and
we hope our gift provides more opportunities to create Aggie leaders.”
Their gift will positively impact the
MSC experience for years to come.“It makes
me smile to know the Harns are invested in
our students’ leadership development and
the future of our communities,” added MSC
President Mark Sterling ’21.

Endowment Sustains Aggie Traditions

Texas A&M traditions
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MSC President
Mark Sterling ’21
has been involved
in many MSC
organizations
throughout his time
on campus.

Funds from the

lasting impact; that’s

Elephant Walk, Ring

endowment will help

why this endowment

Dance, Pull Out Day

remove structural, op-

is so important.”

and Fish Fest.
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TO LEARN HOW YOU CAN SUPPORT
TEXAS A&M STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS
AND ACTIVITIES , CONTACT:
DAVID WILKINSON

’87

ASSISTANT VICE PRESIDENT
FOR DEVELOPMENT
TEXAS A&M FOUNDATION

(800) 392-3310

OR

(979) 845-7609

DWILKINSON @ TXAMFOUNDATION. COM

Aiding Aggies in Times of Need
When Erika ’14 and Chris Pesek ’97 heard
about an Aggie student with nowhere to
go during the 2013 holiday break, they were
quick to donate $1,000 toward their lodgings between the fall and spring semesters.
Once they took that first step, the couple
realized they wanted to make a greater impact on other Aggie students.“We created
the Aggie Family Endowment so students
can focus on their studies and families without worrying about their financial situation,” Erika explained.
Funds from their $25,000 endowment
cover expenses such as travel costs, car repairs, hotel stays and food for students in
need on holiday breaks. Recently, their gift
assisted Jagadish Kumaran Jayagopal ’15,
an industrial engineering Ph.D. candidate

Programs like
Transfer Camp and
Howdy Camp offer
transfer students and
new Aggies their
first introduction
to Texas A&M
and help them tackle
their transition
successfully.

“

During the
Lead by Example
campaign,
Aggies proved
once again that
they love their
(above), with hospital bills his family received university and
after their first baby was born.“We will al- are beyond
ways be grateful for this assistance,” Jayago- generous. ”

pal said.“I am inspired to help other students
in need when I have the resources.”
In addition to this gift, the Peseks also
established a scholarship to support Aggie
student veterans and their spouses and committed a planned gift that will enhance all
of their existing endowments after their
lifetimes.

Debbie ’76 and John
Bethancourt ’74
L E A D BY E XA M P L E
C a M Pa ig n C O - C h a i r s

Planned Gift Will Benefit Transfer Students
The Aggie Transition

“ ATC s are where

tion, transition camps
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you meet your best
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ate everlasting memo-

a dramatic way. ATC s

make an impact on

ries. “ATC s are funded

such as Transfer Camp

your life and those of

by the Aggies in the

and Howdy Camp pro-

others,” he explained.

organization,” said

vide new Aggies with

Because of the im-

Dr. Sarah Edwards ’07 ,

the knowledge and re-

pression it made on his

assistant director of

sources to tackle their

life, Johnson created

Texas A&M ’s extended

transition to Texas A&M

a planned gift for ATC

orientation programs.

successfully. While at-

that will offer scholar-

“Gifts like Blake’s

tending Transfer Camp,

ships to campers and

provide more opportu-

Johnson learned cru-

counselors who cannot

nities for campers and

cial leadership skills

afford the experience

counselors to experi-

and worked with di-

themselves. “Part of

ence the Aggie family

verse groups of peo-

being a good Aggie is

and prepare them

ple—experiences

contributing to some-

for their time at

that inspired him to

thing bigger than your-

Texas A&M .”

become a counselor

self,” he said.

and shaped him into
who he is today.

In addition to being
an Aggie’s first tradi-
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labwork

Donations to the Lead by Example campaign drove a flurry of
ingenuity and invention across all disciplines, a testament to the
university’s status as a Tier 1 research institution. Gifts to the
campaign created 127 new endowed chairs, professorships and
fellowships that support faculty like these, whose boundless
creativity and curiosity are changing the world.

Fighting Cancer with Data
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and analysis.
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Through the use of
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time—an accounting
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Computational Statis-
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When the assembly line was born during
the Industrial Revolution, the focus was on
efficiency. A noble goal, except people came
to be viewed as a replaceable cog in the wheel.
That business model no longer works
today where the human component is essential to a company’s longevity and success,
said Rogelio Oliva, who was awarded the
Bob ’85 and Kelly Jordan ’86 Professorship
in Business in Mays Business School’s Department of Information and Operations
Management in 2017 and who now holds
the Robyn L. ’89 and Alan B. Roberts ’78
Chair in Business. Oliva’s research focuses
on behavioral operations management in
service and retail operations and the human
interactions that add value to companies.
Such research includes a look at how
retailers tend to cut employees to improve
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Thanks to a $2.3 mil-

Dr. Rogelio Oliva
explores how social
and behavioral
facets of an
organization interact
with its technical
components to
drive operational
performance.

A Company’s Human Factor
the bottom line when, in fact, it negatively
affects profits. “The value of the economy
today is mostly created by services, not by
products, and people are the integral component,” Oliva said.“They are humans with
emotions, mental energy and empathy. We
can’t treat them as machines.”
Oliva’s studies have found that in service industries, especially retail, understaffing
and failing to train and develop employees
hurts the bottom line by eroding service to
the customer and sacrificing sales.“Knowledgeable employees bring value to an organization,” he stressed. Proper employee
training, incentives and a supportive business climate lead to productive employees
who not only add value but who are also
happy to come to work.

Dr. Michael Deveau
is using 3D printing
to create shells that
conform to canine
patients’ bodies for
stabilization during
veterinary radiation
oncology therapies.

3D Printing for Pooch

Widening Our World

Man’s best friend comes in a variety of
shapes and sizes. Think dachshund versus
Great Dane. So, when it comes to stabilizing canines for radiation therapy, a onesize-fits-all approach doesn’t work. There’s
a need for a patient-specific product that
conforms to a canine’s individual body so
that treatments can be applied with precision, explained Dr. Michael Deveau, holder
of the Katherine and Rebecca Rochelle
Chair in Oncology in the College of Veterinary Medicine & Biomedical Sciences
since 2016. His research team found a solution via 3D printing.
“In veterinary medicine, one of the
challenges we have is that there are no veterinary-specific products for immobilization. We had to use human products that
are designed around human weight limits
and human silhouettes,” Deveau said.“But
through the use of rapid fabricating and
prototyping technologies like 3D printing,
laser simulation and gel silicone molding,
we can create products that conform to
our patients.”
The plight of a small dog with a skin
lymphoma brought the issue to light a few
years ago. The advanced condition left her
body riddled in lesions.“Radiation therapy
is used to achieve remission in that type of
skin cancer,” Deveau explained. A 3D shell
that fit around the dog’s body was constructed to stabilize the canine for radiation
treatment.“By addressing patient-specific
needs, we corrected a clinical deficiency.
Much of my research centers on developing ways to circumvent or minimize the
deficiencies veterinarians face.”
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Dr. Emily Brady
directs the Glasscock
Center, a hub for
humanities research
in the College of
Liberal Arts.

“

Support raised through the Lead by Example campaign has helped shape
the character of the university as a developer of 21st-century leaders
and empowered Texas A&M to unequivocally state that it is here for
us today and for all future generations of Aggies.”
SuSu and Mark Fischer ’72
L E A D BY E XA M P L E C a M Pa ig n C O - C h a i r s
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Saluting Student Veterans
A $5 million gift from Ellie and Don Knauss positions Texas A&M ’s Veteran
Resource & Support Center to lead the nation in serving student veterans
and their families.
BY TO R I E N O E L L S C H

A

s Don Knauss walked down his driveway
in Sugar Land, Texas, on a hot summer day
in 2018, a muscular young man approached
and introduced himself as Richard Garner ’20, a Texas A&M University student.
He had a singular reason for visiting Don
and his wife, Ellie.
“Richard explained that he received
one of our Aggie student veteran scholarships and that he wanted to thank us in
person for our generosity,” Don said. “He
drove an hour to our home just to shake my
hand and thank us. I was speechless.”
Ellie and Don Knauss’ support of
Texas A&M’s Veteran Resource & Support Center (VRSC) has impacted many
student veterans like Garner. Since fall 2016,
the couple has given more than $2 million
to support 28 endowed student veteran
scholarships.
In 2020, they partnered with Texas
A&M to do even more. They fulfilled a
major Lead by Example campaign priority
for the Division of Student Affairs by committing $5 million to further enhance the
VRSC’s efforts. Their gift will fund a new,
permanent home for the VRSC in the Memorial Student Center—projected to be
completed by the end of the spring 2021
semester—and provide critical support for

on-campus veteran programs. They also
designated that $500,000 be used as matching funds to encourage others to create new
student veteran scholarships. In recognition
of their generosity, the center was renamed
the Don and Ellie Knauss Veteran Resource
& Support Center.
Ellie and Don’s gift arrived at the perfect time. Since the center’s opening in 2012,
veteran enrollment has more than doubled in size to nearly 1,300 Texas A&M
student veterans. The center’s 26 strategic
programs—ranging from academic support and financial assistance to veteran networking and beyond—proactively support
student veterans by focusing on academic,
financial and personal well-being as well as
career success.
Col. Jerry Smith ’82 (USMC, Ret.), director of the VRSC, said the center’s tremendous expansion has caused growing pains
that the Knausses’ gift will alleviate.“We’ve
been understaffed over the years due to
space constraints, which prevented us from
growing programs and starting new initiatives,” Smith said. “With this gift, I have a
simple answer when people ask me what the
VRSC will look like in 2030: There won’t
just be hundreds of success stories like we’re
currently witnessing; there will be thou-

The gift from Ellie
and Don Knauss
will help enhance
academic success and
holistic development
for veterans and
military-affiliated
students.

sands! Don and Ellie are changing lives for
those who have served our great country.”
The Knausses are inspired by Smith’s
vision for the center.“All of this comes down
to people,” Ellie shared. “When you meet
someone like Jerry and his team, who have
such a passion to make a difference, you understand why people want to give. It’s a
personal belief that your support will make
a difference. We can’t say enough about the

people at Texas A&M and their dedication.
There’s no doubt in our minds that veterans and their families will be given as much
of a step up as possible during their studies
at Texas A&M in return for all that they’ve
given to us.”
The couple’s connection to veterans
is extremely personal. Don formerly served
in the U.S. Marines as an artillery officer,
where he earned the rank of captain. Years

later, he was introduced to Aggieland’s
unique military history when the Knausses’
eldest son, Jack ’10, and his wife, Kaylan ’10,
were pursuing their undergraduate degrees.
“Being former military, I felt strongly
connected to Texas A&M after I witnessed
the tremendous support the university provides veterans,” Don explained.“Our vision
is for Texas A&M’s VRSC to become a beacon for other universities to consider similar programs, extending this type of support
to veterans and their families across the
country.”
Dr. Daniel Pugh, Texas A&M vice
president for student affairs, said the university’s military history is what sets the stage
for it to lead the way in student veteran success.“Many forget that military science was
one of three academic disciplines emphasized in the 1862 Morrill Land-Grant Act,”
Pugh explained.“We have a vibrant Corps
of Cadets and are one of only six service educational institutions that still exist in the
U.S. outside of military schools. Texas A&M
produces more service members than any
other non-military institution, with 40%
of cadets serving in the military. It’s part of
our Aggie DNA to do all we can to support
our nation’s veterans. With Ellie and Don’s
support, we will provide a world-class veterans center that will be envied by many.” t
TO LEARN HOW TO SUPPORT AGGIELAND ’ S
STUDENT VETERANS , CONTACT:
DAVE FUJIMOTO

’17, LT. COL ., USAf, RET.

DIRECTOR OF DEVELOPMENT
TEXAS A&M FOUNDATION

(800) 392-3310

OR

(979) 458-2634

DFUJIMOTO @ TXAMFOUNDATION. COM
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For the Love of a Horse
A Dripping Springs couple provides a unique planned gift for
Texas A&M University.
BY C H RY S TA L H O U S TO N

C
Deborah and Bill
Keyes planned a
visionary gift that
will use their 2,500acre ranch for future
equine veterinary
research and patient
care at Texas A&M .
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asey, a Rocky Mountain gelding with a sleek,
chocolate coat and luxurious caramel-colored mane, is known for his intelligence,
listening skills and preference for margaritas. Deborah and Bill Keyes have doted
for decades on their equine companion,
whose physical beauty is eclipsed only by
the power of his magnetic personality.
“Casey is not just a horse. He’s an amazing persona. You can talk to him like an old
friend,” said Deborah.

“He’s strong willed, but gentle. Definitely the alpha of the barn,” Bill added.
“And I’m his favorite bartender,” Deborah joked, providing Casey with his occasional cocktail in a frosty, salt-rimmed glass.
Casey and Bill have been inseparable
for 20 years, so when Casey fell sick in 2010,
Bill was quick to notice. First the horse was
simply lethargic, but he soon developed
lameness in his front left leg. The Keyes
brought him to a local vet who diagnosed

Equine specialists
Dr. Keith Chaffin ’90
and Dr. Carolyn
Arnold examined
the Keyes’ horse,
Casey, and saved his
life through surgery.

Casey with pigeon fever, a serious bacterial
infection common to horses.
Diagnosing the problem was far easier
than treating it. Their veterinarian recommended that the couple make the twoand-a-half-hour drive to the Texas A&M
Veterinary Medical Teaching Hospital,
where equine specialists offer the latest in
treatment options.
When they arrived in College Station,
Dr. Keith Chaffin ’90, associate department
head for clinical programs and professor of
equine internal medicine, examined Casey.
Advanced diagnostic imaging showed that
the bacterial infection had created an abscess in the horse’s axillary region adjacent
to the elbow joint, where the foreleg meets
the body. Dr. Chaffin knew who to call for
the surgery on which Casey’s recovery depended: his partner, Dr. Carolyn Arnold,
associate professor of veterinary surgery in
large animal clinical sciences, who specializes in equine soft tissue surgery.
The treatment saved Casey’s life and won
Bill and Deborah’s eternal gratitude. During the next few years, the couple developed
a love for Aggieland and the work of Drs.
Chaffin and Arnold and their colleagues,
especially after they rescued Casey a second time in 2019 when he developed pneumonia and recovered in College Station for
six months.“It was his health spa,” Deborah laughed, noting that veterinary students
even made Casey a carrot cake birthday
treat when he turned 24 in their care.
Slowly, a dream began to take shape as
the Keyes contemplated using their ranch
to aid future equine veterinary research and
patient care at Texas A&M. For 40 years,
the 2,500 acres of rolling hills overlooking
the Pedernales River bottom just outside

of Austin has been Bill’s refuge. Deborah
joined him on the idyllic plot of land in
2005, their shared love of trail riding cementing their relationship. They built a Spanish-style ranch house and a riding arena
where they love to entertain. It is a stunning piece of property, from the waterfalls
and wildflowers to the live oaks and Texas
Longhorn cattle. Riding across the range
on horseback to watch the sunset soak the
waving grasses in molten light feels like
time travel, as if you could keep riding beyond the horizon to the Wild West frontier of the past.
The Keyes hated the thought that someday when they were gone, the Eden they
spent decades lovingly tending might be
sold to real estate developers who would
parcel it off for profit. They began working
with the Texas A&M Foundation to learn
if there was a way to keep the ranch intact
by directing it to the Foundation for educational purposes at the university.
The Foundation accepts real estate assets through several gift methods, including
outright gifts, bequests, retained life estates
and charitable remainder unitrusts. Most of
these modalities require selling the asset to
fund and support donors’ passions at Texas
A&M, even if that property may have educational programmatic possibilities for the
university. However, with the support of
Texas A&M, the Foundation recently created a first-of-its-kind gift model allowing
qualifying properties with strong future
appreciation projections to be held for potential programmatic use for a minimum of
20 years. The Keyes Ranch is the first property accepted into the program. After Deborah and Bill’s lifetimes, the ranch will be
available to Texas A&M for a variety of ed-

ucational purposes for at least 20 years. If
after that time it is no longer feasible for
university use, it may be sold and the income used to advance equine veterinary research and patient care, honoring the efforts
of Drs. Chaffin and Arnold.
The couple’s legacy gift marked one of
the largest contributions to the Lead by
Example campaign and also bolstered the
campaign’s planned giving total. Of the
$4.25 billion secured, $1.1 billion was committed in planned gifts.
Providing a gift for equine veterinary research has been a longtime goal for Deborah, who has dedicated much of her life to
the care of horses. “We are thrilled that at
the end of our lives, Texas A&M will have
this,” said Deborah with a wide smile, gesturing to the surrounding hills. “We need
more great veterinarians to get connected
to this area.” The couple is happy to know
that their ranch will be used to train the
next generation of young people who will
learn to love the land and care for its creatures as they do.
In the meantime, the Keyes are looking
forward to the changing seasons on the
ranch. Spring is one of the most beautiful
times of year there, with its wealth of wildflowers and migrating birds. It’s the perfect
time to saddle up with a friend like Casey
and enjoy the sunrise in a special place. t
TO LEARN HOW YOU CAN GIVE A PLANNED
GIFT OF REAL ESTATE , CONTACT:
TIM WALTON

’90

ASSISTANT VICE PRESIDENT
FOR REAL ESTATE SERVICES
TEXAS A&M FOUNDATION

(800) 392-3310

OR

(979) 845-8026

TWALTON @ TXAMFOUNDATION. COM
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did you

know
that the Bush School of Government and Public Service
has opened its doors in Washington, D.C.?

A new home for Aggie leaders is emerging just four blocks from the White House. On May 4, 2020, Texas A&M
University announced plans to open a teaching site in Washington, D.C., offering graduate education programs
through the Bush School of Government and Public Service. The site officially opened three months later in
August and welcomed its first cohort of students this January.
According to Bush School Dean Mark Welsh, former chief of staff of the U.S. Air Force, the new site is the
logical next step to establish Texas A&M as the premier producer of principled civic leaders.“It’s a chance not only
to plant a flag for Texas A&M in our nation’s capital,” Welsh said,“but also to take the Bush School to the next
level as an institution of public service.”

Opening a site in the
nation’s capital allows
Texas A&M and
the Bush School to
reach a new student
demographic—
capital-area
professionals already
working in
international affairs
and national
security positions.
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Aggies Take Washington
Formed in 1997under the advisement of the
late President George H.W. Bush, who once
professed that“public service is a noble calling,” the Bush School is dedicated to producing leaders who enthusiastically heed
that calling and center their lives around
duty to others.
While The Texas A&M University
System has maintained an Office of Federal Relations in Washington, D.C., to support the system’s interests on Capitol Hill,
the new teaching site represents a bold geographic expansion for the Bush School and
the university at large.
Plans for the teaching site first emerged
when a private graduate school closed, leaving its space up for grabs. Bush School administrators have sought a presence in
Washington, D.C., for some time, so when
former Texas A&M President Michael K.
Young approached Welsh about the space,
he jumped at the opportunity. “We have
had a lot of help from university administrators and the System, and we are excited
about moving forward,” Welsh said.

BY B A I L E Y PAY N E ’ 1 9

The Right Stuff
The teaching site was made possible through
generous financial support from the Diana
Davis Spencer Foundation, which promotes
national security, entrepreneurship, self-reliance, free enterprise and an enhanced quality of life through contributions to a range
of philanthropic targets.
“Our foundation saw this as a brilliant
opportunity for collaboration,” said CEO
Abby Spencer Moffat. “We share Texas
A&M’s vision of creating leaders for America’s national security through meaningful
intelligence education, and we cannot wait
to see that vision come to fruition.”
Currently, the new teaching site offers
one degree path: a Master of International
Policy geared to working professionals with

six or more years of experience in international affairs and public service.
“Many people working in government
need a graduate degree to compete for promotions,” Welsh explained. The ideal applicant for the teaching site is a hard-working
professional seeking advancement from an
entry-level civic or military position. The
Bush School plans to add a resident master’s degree program in national security
and intelligence within two years, and other
Texas A&M colleges are considering programs in areas such as law, health care and
food security.
Experience and Expertise
Likewise, the initial faculty body for the
teaching site is small; there are currently

only four full-time faculty. Lt. Gen. Jay Silveria, former superintendent of the U.S.
Air Force Academy, draws from 35 years of
military experience as executive director.
Respected intelligence scholars Drs. Yuval
Weber and Edward Lemon act as instructors. Finally, as director of intelligence studies, Gary Ross is the teaching site’s professor
of practice with real-world experience working for the Department of Defense, keeping in line with the Bush School’s vision of
practitioner-grounded education.
“If your plan is to produce leading public servants,” Welsh said,“it is essential to have
great scholars as well as experienced practitioners on your faculty.” Just as Bush School
students have learned under eminent professors like former Florida Gov. Jeb Bush

“

No university
creates such
passion and
love for our
university and
each other as
Texas A&M
does. That is
why we give—
so our students
can feel what
we feel.”

and former CIA operative James Olson,
Welsh believes the site’s proximity to Capitol Hill will attract prominent public servants as speakers and adjunct professors.
The Future of Service
Welsh has high hopes for building an institution that reflects President Bush’s vision for public service education while
preserving the sense of community that
defines Texas A&M.“Students choose the
Bush School because they want to serve,”
he said.“Combined with Texas A&M's core
values, that service-focused philosophy creates a special environment.”
As for recruiting, Welsh is optimistic.
The number of politicians, service members and civil servants thatTexas A&M
produces has already endeared Aggieland
to many in Washington, D.C. Plus, Welsh
has learned an important lesson in his time
as the Bush School’s dean:“I never underestimate the draw of the block A-T-M.” t
TO SUPPORT THE BUSH SCHOOL , CONTACT:
CARA COLLINS

’08

SENIOR DIRECTOR OF DEVELOPMENT
TEXAS A&M FOUNDATION

(800) 392-3310

OR

(979) 845-4740

CCOLLINS @ TXAMFOUNDATION. COM

John Sharp ’72
C h a n C e l lO r , t h e
texas a&M university
sys t e M
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Playing in Harmony
Since its opening in August 2019, the John
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don D. Kruger ’53 Plaza, and the Dorothy

University student musicians. As one of the
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and Artie McFerrin ’65 Heritage Hall.

major campus construction projects during
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together the university’s 14 bands, choirs

music activities. A 1:1 turf replica of Kyle

music, the Music Activities Center stands

materialized to a tune of more than $40 mil-

and orchestras under one roof to learn and

Field also serves as the new practice field

as a powerful symbol of both the univer-

lion. Texas A&M committed $20 million,

grow musically and academically,” said Dr.

for the nationally acclaimed Fightin’ Texas

sity’s musical heritage and its promising

while $21.4 million was raised through pri-

Tim Rhea, director of bands and music ac-

Aggie Band. Many of the center’s amenities

future.

vate philanthropy, including a $10 million

tivities.

don namesakes in recognition of milestone

Texas A&M University surpasses its historic $4 billion Lead by Example campaign goal.

Nine years. 903,658 gifts. $4.25 billion raised.

A
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concluded its Lead by Example campaign—an ambitious initiative to
raise $4 billion for Aggieland by the end of 2020—former students and
friends took the campaign above and beyond its goal by generously
contributing $4.25 billion. This total encompasses all private gifts benefiting Texas A&M, including gifts from individuals, foundations and
corporations through the Texas A&M Foundation, The Association of
Former Students, the 12th Man Foundation, the George & Barbara Bush
Foundation, and the Texas Aggie Corps of Cadets Association. ¶ While
the campaign began on Jan. 1, 2012, it was publicly announced in November 2015 to the tune of more than $1.67 billion already raised. A
joint effort between Texas A&M’s fundraising partners, it represents
the largest capital campaign by a Texas public university and is one
of the largest higher education efforts nationally.

$7.5M

A&M Clubs gave more than $7.5 million
during the campaign and funded 32 new endowments in support of scholarships
and student activities. Aggie Moms’ Clubs gave more than
$5.8 million and funded 20 new endowments supporting scholarships and
student activities.

Despite an unprecedented economic
crisis occurring at its tail end, the Aggie
community worked together to cross
the finish line and contributed more
than $476 million in 2020 alone.
During the campaign, gifts ranging in size from a few dollars to the
multimillions came from first-time
donors and longtime friends. These
individuals included not only former
students but also those drawn to Aggieland for its values, culture and academic strengths. From supporting
scholarships and research to funding
faculty chairs and capital construction,
donors gave to the university to promote their passions.
Campaign funds have enhanced
Texas A&M’s mission of education, research and service. Contributions are
enabling Aggies to learn collaboratively, study globally, and work alongside a more diverse and accomplished
student body and faculty. Funds raised
for research, innovation and academic
programs are helping faculty and staff
develop new ways to contribute to the
public good, in keeping with Texas
A&M’s land-grant mission. Gifts to
renovate, enhance and create campus
facilities have ensured that students
and faculty learn and work in cuttingedge spaces, with technology that empowers success.
So, as Texas A&M looks beyond
this campaign and our campus continues its 145th year, we can say with
certainty: Aggies have four billion reasons to believe in tomorrow. We cannot thank every contributor enough
not only for your investment in Texas
A&M but also for the high standard of
generosity you have set. We attribute
Aggieland’s bright future to your enduring support.
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Individual, Corporate and Foundation Gifts

Individual Estate Plan Gift Commitments

903,658 $1.1B
Texas A&M Faculty & Staff Contributions

(Current and FOrMer)

Student Volunteer Hours

.............................................................
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Davis Diamond
Dentistry Clinic and Education Building (Dallas)
E.B. Cushing Stadium

John D. White ’70–Robert L. Walker ’58

Who Gave to the Campaign?
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Thomas G. Hildebrand, DVM ’56
Equine Complex
Zachry Engineering Education Complex
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Pr i vate , Fa M i ly & Oth e r
F O u n dat iO n s

Academic Programs
44 Farms International Beef Cattle Academy

Aggie ACHIEVE Program

What Did Campaign Gifts Support?
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A

30% COlleges

Albritton Center for Grand Strategy
Brockman Scholars Program
Don and Ellie Knauss Veteran Resource
& Support Center Naming
EnMed (Engineering Medicine) Program

B
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Haynes Scholars Program
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Hagler Institute for Advanced Study

Engineering Naming
James Benjamin Department of
Accounting Naming
McFerrin Center for Entrepreneurship Naming

................................................................................

Setting the Standard for Selflessness

$280M

During the Lead by Example campaign, Aggie students dedicated approximately 12 million
reported volunteer hours equating to a total monetary value of nearly $280 million. While this total
is not reflected in the campaign’s $4 billion goal, it does demonstrate the difference Aggies make every day and
the enormous value that students bring to communities through compassion and service.
These totals were achieved using survey data collected from the entire Texas A&M student body, including
answers directly related to student service hours and involvement in key leadership organizations (such as
The Big Event, Carpool and organizations in the Memorial Student Center). To calculate the dollar value
of students’ volunteer hours, we used a number published by Independent Sector that posited the national average
value of volunteer time as $25.43 per hour.

Norman Borlaug Endowed Research
Scholars Program
Petroleum Ventures Program
Reynolds and Reynolds Entrepreneurship
Bootcamp for Veterans
Reynolds and Reynolds Sales
Leadership Institute
Science Leadership Scholars Program
Washington D.C. Teaching Site for
the Bush School of Government
and Public Service
Wm Michael Barnes ’64 Department of
Industrial and Systems Engineering Naming
Zachry Leadership Program

Capital Construction & New Academic Programs

Construction

Texas A&M Foundation
F O R T E X A S A & M U N I V E R S I T Y.

The Power of Planned Giving
The Texas A&M Foundation exceeded
its goal to raise $1 billion in planned
gifts by raising $1.1 billion. These gifts,
which accounted for 31% of the total
funds raised by the Foundation during the campaign, will play a crucial
role in supporting the future of Texas
A&M’s students, faculty, staff and
programs. During the campaign, the
College of Veterinary Medicine & Biomedical Sciences, the College of Engineering, and the College of Agriculture
and Life Sciences received the highest
commitments in planned gifts.
Scholarship Support
During the campaign, donors funded
4,499 scholarships—2,677 of which
are endowed and will offer perpetual
support to Aggie students. Scholarships result in a return on investment
like no other by opening doors to
higher education, which creates socioeconomic mobility and the leaders
of tomorrow.
Loyal Friends
In 1998, the Texas A&M Foundation
Board of Trustees created its highest
honor, the Sterling C. Evans Medal,
to recognize individuals and organizations that have offered significant
philanthropic support, service and volunteer leadership to help Texas A&M
remain among the world’s top public
higher education institutions. The
award has been bestowed on 50 individuals and foundations since its inception, and these recipients remain
some of Aggieland’s most stalwart sup26 | t e x a s a & M F O u n dat iO n

Projected Funds from Realized Planned Gifts
$180M
$150M
$120M
$90M
$60M
2025–2029

2030–2034

2035–2039

2040–2044

2045–2049

2050–2054

This chart shows the anticipated funds Texas A&M
will receive as a result of estate intentions over
the next 30 years.

2,677

BU I L DI N G A BR IGH T E R F U T U R E

Endowed Scholarships
College/Department-Specific Scholarships
Corps of Cadets Scholarships
Endowed Opportunity Awards
President’s Endowed Scholarships
Graduate Fellowships
Foundation Excellence Awards
Study Abroad Scholarships
Regents’ Scholarships
Southerland Aggie Leader Scholarships

1,575
627
133
103
93
55
49
28
14

$37M
The largest corporate donor during the campaign was
the Houston Livestock Show and Rodeo,
with $37 million contributed in support of
scholarships.

porters and friends. During the Lead
by Example campaign, this generous
group contributed $397 million to
Aggieland in support of a wide range
of campus areas.

The Association of Former
Students
ENGAGING AND STRENGTHENING
T H E AG G I E N E T WO R K .

Throughout the Lead by Examplecampaign, no single organization or entity
engaged more Aggies in support of
Texas A&M than The Association
of Former Students, touching close
to every student on the Texas A&M
campus through the funding of scholarships and academic programs, traditions and student activities, and
recognition of former students, current students, faculty and staff.
From 2012 through 2020, more
than 140,000 members of the Aggie
Network made gifts to The Association totaling $143 million. These gifts
provided support for university-directed programs through the Annual
Fund and also funded endowments
providing perpetual Annual Fund support, as well as Endowed Aggie Ring
Scholarships.
The Annual Fund, the bedrock
of The Association’s support to Texas
A&M, grew substantially during the
campaign in both donors and dollars.
In 2012, 43,341 donors added $7.68 million to the Annual Fund. In 2020, during a global pandemic that devastated
the economy, 58,759Aggies contributed
$10.43 million. Most remarkably, the
average gift in both 2019 and 2020 was
only $14 per month, showcasing the
incredible power small gifts can make

to Texas A&M. These gifts provided
scholarships; made emergency funds
available to students facing unplanned
financial hardship; subsidized the Aggie Band’s travel to away games; supported diversity initiatives; and offered
support to the Ross Volunteers, Fish
Drill Team, Yell Leaders, Fish Camp,
Muster Committee and other student
organizations.
A total of 422 Endowed Century
Club gifts were made during the campaign, increasing the total number of
endowments by 62%, while 138 Endowed Aggie Ring Scholarships were
also established. These scholarships,
united with pass-through gifts, furnished Aggie rings to 1,200 students
who faced financial hardship.
In addition to direct funding, gifts
to The Association also provided support to Association programs such as
Ring Day, Class Reunions and Class
Newsletters, A&M Club activities,
Traveling Aggies and the Distinguished
Alumni Gala. Considering the services, programs and funding provided
by The Association, the total impact
topped $15.3 million in 2019, an increase over the $10 million impact provided in 2012.
In 2019, The Association featured
Alfredo Alvarez ’21 (right) in one of its
impact videos (viewable at tx.ag/AlfredoAlvarez). Alfredo received financial assistance from The Association
after his mother passed away and his
father was injured in a car accident,
greatly altering his family’s financial
situation. The financial assistance provided was critical to allowing Alfredo
to stay in school and remain a part of
the Aggie Band, but it provided something even more important: hope.
“To The Association of Former
Students, I don’t know how to thank
28 | t e x a s a & M F O u n dat iO n

“

The Lead by Example campaign engaged more Aggies in support
of Texas A&M than ever before in history. The loyal generosity
of the Aggie Network continues to make a difference for Texas
A&M and for so many things we all hold dear as Aggies.”
Porter Garner III ’79
P r e s i d e n t & C e O, t h e a s s O C i at iO n O F F O r M e r s t u d e n ts

138 Endowed Aggie Ring Scholarships were established

during the Lead by Example campaign. These scholarships,

you enough for giving me hope that for
anything that goes wrong, something
good will come out of it,” Alfredo said
in a letter to The Association in 2019.
The Association thanks Aggies
everywhere for their role in providing
support to thousands of students like
Alfredo during the Lead by Example
campaign.

combined with pass-through gifts, provided Aggie rings
to 1,200 students who otherwise might not have been
able to purchase one.

12th Man Foundation

1,200

E N H A N C I N G C H A M PIO N S H I P
AT H L E T IC P RO GR A M S .

Since the kickoff of the Lead by Example campaign in 2012, thousands
of generous donors contributed more
than $350 million to the 12th Man
Foundation’s Annual Fund. These
donations, which consist of philanthropic gifts as well as contributions
tied to season ticket purchases, are
vital to the organization’s mission of
funding scholarships, programs and
facilities in support of championship
athletics at Texas A&M.
Facility Enhancements

Donors to the 12th Man Foundation
went above and beyond by committing more than $283 million toward
facility projects for Texas A&M Athletics since 2012. First and foremost
was the completion and grand opening of the redeveloped Kyle Field. The
two-year $485 million project, which
concluded in time for Aggie football’s
2015 season opener, represented the
most extensive redevelopment of a collegiate athletic facility in history. The
result, thanks to more than $220 million in gifts from 12th Man Foundation
donors, is the finest college football
stadium in the country and one that

is considered the crown jewel of collegiate athletics.
Inside the Cox-McFerrin Center
for Aggie Basketball, 12th Man Foundation donors funded approximately
$5 million in facility projects for both
men’s basketball—the Shannon ’86and
Wayne ’86 Roberts Basketball Student-Athlete Center—and women’s
basketball—the Barbara C. Barnett
Women’s Basketball Student-Athlete
Center. Donors also funded the Linda
& Dennis Clark ’68 Football Performance Nutrition addition to the expanded Becky ’76and Monty ’77 Davis
Football Player Development Center
with more than $7 million in donations. Additionally, construction is ongoing for a new home for Texas A&M’s
swimming and diving programs made
possible by more than $6 million in
donations, including a lead gift from
Anne and Henry “Hank” Paup ’70.
In 2019, Texas A&M celebrated
the official opening of the $28.6 million Davis Diamond for softball and
the $39.6 million E.B. Cushing Stadium for outdoor track and field, two
of the finest venues in the nation for
their respective sports that came to
fruition due to more than $18 million
in donor support.
The 1922 Fund

In July 2015, the 12th Man Foundation launched the 1922 Fund to endow
scholarships for all Texas A&M student-athletes. Aggie Athletics was
changed forever on Jan. 2, 1922, when
E. King Gill ’24 was called from the
crowd to put on a uniform and stand
ready for his team. It was a transformative moment for Texas A&M, and
Gill’s actions still resonate as new generations of Aggies stand in support of
their teams.
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Generous campaign gifts funded the redevelopment
of Kyle Field (right), expansion of the Becky ’76 and
Monty ’77 Davis Football Player Development Center
(below) and construction of the new E.B. Cushing
Stadium for outdoor track and field (below right).

“

The significant investment by donors to the campaign has changed
the landscape for Texas A&M Athletics and allowed us to attract
top-quality student-athletes and leaders in administration and
coaching. This represents a deep source of pride for me and
Aggies everywhere.”
Travis Dabney ’96
P r e s i d e n t & C e O, 1 2 t h M a n F O u n dat iO n

Following in Gill’s footsteps, 12th
Man Foundation donors are making
an indelible impact on Texas A&M
Athletics with their transformative
gifts to the 1922 Fund. Donors committed $2.7 million to the 1922 Fund in
its inaugural year and, as of Dec. 31,
2020, the fund balance has grown to
approximately $14 million. This generous philanthropic support of scholarship endowments represents a direct
investment in the long-term viability
and success of Texas A&M Athletics.

Texas Aggie Corps of Cadets
Association
S U P P O RT I N G T H E “ K E E P E R S O F
T H E S PI R I T.”

Foundation

The Texas Aggie Corps of Cadets Association (CCA) was founded in 1993
to further the recruitment and retention of high-caliber cadets who possess
intrinsic qualities that enduringly secure the Corps of Cadets’ time-honored legacy at Texas A&M University.
CCA’s sole and unwavering mission
to “promote, preserve and perpetuate
the Texas A&M Corps of Cadets by
supporting former, current and future
Cadets” is instrumental in upholding
the Corps as Texas A&M’s “Keepers
of the Spirit.”
Since inception, the CCA has provided millions of dollars in support to
the Corps of Cadets. CCA’s funding
reaches each cadet, every year, through
facilitating equipment needs and sponsoring activities and leadership programming that build camaraderie.
Support for incoming cadets begins with Freshman Orientation Week
through supplying physical training
gear and continues each year until the

senior cadet celebrates his or her time
in the Corps at Senior Dining Out, a
formal military-style banquet hosted
annually by the CCA. Upon a cadet’s
graduation, the CCA has invested a
minimum of $220 in each cadet. In
most cases, this amount is substantially increased with a cadet’s participation in CCA’s numerous annually
sponsored programs.
During the Lead by Examplecampaign, CCA’s funding impacted 9,400
cadets through direct support and
sponsorships totaling $13.3 million and
more than 50 programs, including:
11 Corps Athletic Teams, Ol’ Army
Boot Dance, Fish Drill Team, the
Fightin’ Texas Aggie Band, ROTC
detachments, Parsons Mounted Cavalry, and the addition of a CCA store
on the Quad for cadets to obtain ribbons and insignia at their convenience.
“The impact the CCA made for
the Corps of Cadets during the campaign was monumental,” said Andrew
Christjoy ’21, the 2020–2021 Deputy
Corps Commander.“On top of its continued financial assistance in various
formats, the CCA’s presence around
the Quad is a huge support for all of
us. Additionally, the support the CCA
provides for recruiting means that we
continue to enjoy a steady volume of
high-caliber cadets.”
While the CCA’s financial impact is essential to the Corps, numerous opportunities for former cadets to
stay connected and foster camaraderie
with current cadets further strengthen
the Corps experience across multiple
generations. The CCA’s annual Rally
to the Guidons event consistently reunites more than 650 former cadets to
form up and fall in behind the Corps
for march-in at a home football game.
Most notably, the CCA has had the
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“

Aggies saw many opportunities to make the world better
through gifts for Texas A&M programs during the
campaign, and they continued to make the world better
despite the difficult challenges our nation faced in 2020.”
Amy ’84 and Tim Leach ’82
L E A D BY E XA M P L E C a M Pa ig n C O - C h a i r s

Funds raised to support the Corps of Cadets

$290,500

9,000

9,400

Directed to Cadet Recruiting

Former Cadet Donors

Current Cadets Impacted

distinct privilege of hosting the Corps
of Cadets Hall of Honor Gala for
the past four years. The annual blacktie event pays tribute to former cadets
who have represented Texas A&M, the
public/private sector or the nation in
a prestigious manner and who possess the values upon which the Corps
was founded.
The CCA is proud to offer its support and will continue to be a driving
force for cadets for years to come,
thanks to loyal members who know
that the “Corps experience…lasts a
lifetime!”

George & Barbara Bush
Foundation
P R E S E RV I N G T H E BU S H L E G AC Y
O F S E RV IC E .

George & Barbara Bush Foundation

Campaign Gifts

$28M

The George & Barbara Bush Foundation is dedicated to preserving the
legacies of President and Mrs. Bush
by supporting the George H.W. Bush
Presidential Library and Museum and
The Bush School of Government
and Public Service. As one of Texas
A&M’s affiliated fundraising entities,
the organization raised more than
$28 million for the Lead by Example
campaign through contributions from
more than 25,500 donors. t
TO LEARN MORE ABOUT HOW THE
CAMPAIGN ’ S SUCCESS HAS POSITIVELY
TRANSFORMED TEXAS A&M FOR FUTURE
GENERATIONS OF AGGIES , VISIT
LEADBYEXAMPLE .TAMU. EDU .
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A landmark gift from Jon Hagler ’58 empowered the Hagler Inﬆitute for Advanced Study to invite top–tier
researchers to Aggieland in perpetuity. These are some of the Fellows who stayed. —by Bailey Payne ’19
If the success of the Lead by Example campaign has sent one message, it

lion gift to name the Hagler Institute for Advanced Study that year wasn’t

is this: Texas A&M University is ready to take its next big step forward. With

just a landmark for the campaign, but also his way of awaking the giant.

its resources, leadership and loyal network of former students, there is lit-

Established by The Texas A&M University System Board of Regents as the

tle reason for Texas A&M to aim for any standard less than that of the great-

Texas A&M Institute for Advanced Study in 2010, the Hagler Institute annually

est public institution of higher learning in the country.

invites a select group of about 10 of the world’s most acclaimed scholars to

Investment magnate and philanthropist Jon Hagler ’58 felt similarly

spend up to a year conducting research in College Station alongside Aggie

when he described his alma mater as a “sleeping giant” in 2017. His $20 mil-

faculty and students. During their time with the institute, these Fellows bring

×

DR. ROBERT KENNICUTT JR.

×

DR. ALAN NEEDLEMAN

invaluable experience and prestige to the university as they come to
understand the resources and community that Aggieland offers.

In addition to researching star and galaxy formation, Kennicutt’s
other work includes helping determine the Hubble constant, or the rate

Drs. Robert Kennicutt Jr., Alan Needleman and Leif Andersson are

at which the universe is expanding, and managing projects related to

among the 11 Fellows who took on permanent positions at Texas A&M

deep-space infrared telescopic imaging. Throughout his career, he has

following their initial visits. As leaders in their ﬁelds, they are actively

authored four books and more than 440 articles in peer-reviewed pub-

enriching the university’s academic environment from the top down.

lications. His work has earned him the editor-in-chief position for The
Astrophysical Journal, numerous high-proﬁle awards and recognitions,

reaching for the Stars

and an oﬀer to join the Hagler Institute as a Fellow in 2016.

D r . r obert K eNNiCutt J r .
Astronomy

Texas A&M, a now-permanent position that he holds concurrently with

According to Dr. Robert Kennicutt Jr., there’s a reason a telescope is one
of the best gifts you can give a child, even if they only use it a few times:
A dollhouse or video game can distract them for hours, but the stars
can expand their world beyond their wildest imaginations. Like many

That year, Kennicutt left Cambridge to take on an appointment at
a role at the University of Arizona. “Campus has been welcoming, the
physics department is exceptional, and the astronomers here are terriﬁc,” Kennicutt said. Though he now does more administrative work
than ground-level science, he is proud to do his part helping graduate
students and professors keep their eyes on the skies.

growing up, Kennicutt took up a rabid interest in space. “At ﬁrst, astronomy was a hobby,” he said. “But when I was 15 years old, I read a book
that showed I could make money doing what I loved.”
Kennicutt earned his bachelor’s degree from Rensselaer Polytechnic
Institute in Troy, New York, in 1973 before earning his master’s and Ph.D.

Slipping rough the Cracks
D r . A lAN N eeDlemAN
Materials Science & Engineering

from the University of Washington. Since then, he has acted as a fac-

Every day, people calmly drive across bridges suspended hundreds of

ulty member at the University of Minnesota, the University of Arizona

feet above water and work in oﬃce buildings 30 stories tall because

and the University of Cambridge.

they trust that the engineers behind them used materials strong enough

His most famous contribution to his ﬁeld is the Kennicutt-Schmidt

to handle tremendous amounts of weight. Mankind’s discovery and ef-

law, which empirically relates how many stars will form in a region of

ﬁcient production of steel, concrete and other modern materials opened

space over time given the local surface gas density. This relation was

the door for new designs, new applications and new ways of life. Dr. Alan

ﬁrst speculated upon by the Dutch astronomer Maarten Schmidt. He

Needleman’s work is all about helping understand how those materi-

wrote an early formula in 1959 based on data gathered from the Milky

als, among others, fail.

Way but was unable to deﬁne the exact value of all variables. His formula was dubbed the Schmidt law.

An extraordinary applied mechanician, Needleman received his bachelor’s degree from the University of Pennsylvania and earned his mas-

Using a trove of deep space images and data that Schmidt lacked ac-

ter’s degree and Ph.D. from Harvard University. For more than 40 years,

cess to in his time, Kennicutt readdressed the topic and, in 1989, found

he served as a faculty member at the Massachusetts Institute of Tech-

the solution Schmidt sought. His work earned wide acclaim from scien-

nology and Brown University before making an unlikely career move.

tists, prompting some astronomers to refer to the combined formula as

“When my wife and I had children, our parents moved to help us take

the Kennicutt-Schmidt law. Kennicutt is quick to note that the new name

care of them while we were working,” Needleman explained. “We de-

was not his idea. “I still call it the Schmidt law,” he said. “I don’t do these

cided that when we had grandchildren, we would move to help our chil-

things for fame; I was simply curious about the answer.”

dren and return the favor.” When Needleman’s daughter took a position
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rough his research, Dr. Alan
Needleman creates accurate computer
models that depict how struural
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Among the world’s most renowned
scholars in the genomic and molecular
study of domestic animals, Dr. leif
Andersson analyzes genes and
mutations among species to understand
the molecular mechanisms that aﬀe
specific underlying traits, such as gaits
in horses. ese discoveries provide
insights into genetics, animal breeding,
evolution and biomedical research.

Cytosine

Adenine

Guanine

Thymine

Equine Genetic Sequencing

at The University of North Texas (UNT), Needleman traded the Ivy League

Growing up in Stockholm, Sweden, Andersson was determined to

for the Lone Star State and took a position alongside her. In 2012, he ac-

work in nature conservation. Emboldened after reading “Silent Spring,”

cepted an oﬀer to become a Fellow at the Hagler Institute while main-

the controversial 1962 book by Rachel Carson accusing chemical com-

taining his position at UNT.

panies of downplaying the adverse eﬀects of pesticides on the envi-

Needleman’s research primarily concerns computation modeling

ronment, Andersson pursued a job in conservation after graduation.

systems that accurately simulate what happens at a macroscopic level

When his search came up empty, he took a temporary position as an as-

when a material, such as a steel rod or an aluminum plate, is placed

sistant on a genetics research project through the Swedish University of

under enough stress to fracture and break. Perhaps his most notable

Agricultural Sciences, inadvertently stumbling into his lifelong passion.

contribution to the ﬁeld was successfully developing a methodology

What originated as a one-oﬀ job for Andersson turned into a doctor-

researchers can use to create computer models of ductile fractures—

ate. He soon began researching traits in domestic animals, such as the

fractures characterized by a deformation called “necking” that occurs

diﬀerences in horses’ coat colors. The technological limitations of the

just before a material reaches its breaking point. This methodology al-

1980s made identifying genetic diﬀerences in these animals an incred-

lows researchers to understand the nature of ductile fractures more

ibly labor-intensive, time-demanding task. “At that time, we didn’t have

deeply in the interest of creating stronger materials.

access to DNA technology,” Andersson said.

Needleman’s incredible work has received due recognition. In 1977,

With advancements in DNA technology and computing, however,

he was awarded the prestigious Guggenheim Fellowship, while he is

Andersson’s domestic animal research took oﬀ. His studies exploring

also a longtime member of both the National Academy of Engineering

the diﬀerences between wild boars and domestic pigs, for example,

and the American Academy of Arts and Sciences. In 2011, he was awarded

gave insight into muscle development—a much-appreciated ﬁnding

the Timoshenko Medal from the American Society of Mechanical Engi-

for breeders and the meat production industry. One of his most widely

neers—widely considered the highest international award in the ﬁeld

publicized ﬁndings came following a study in which he discovered that

of applied mechanics.

a mutation in a single gene in a horse could determine whether or not

When Needleman was oﬀered a permanent position at Texas A&M,

they could pace, or move both legs on the same side at once.

he hesitated only because he was unsure his wife would agree to move

“My ﬁrst reaction when I saw that there was only one major gene

again. To his surprise, she encouraged the move, and they have since

determining that trait was that there had to be something wrong with

fallen for the humble yet proud culture that characterizes Aggies. “We

the data,” Andersson said. “It was amazing to see such a complex trait

love the people and the whole atmosphere, ” Needleman concluded.

have such a simple genetic basis.”
Though he accepted a Fellow position at the Hagler Institute in 2013

Curiosity in His Genes
D r . l eif A NDerSSoN
Animal Genetics

and elected to take on a permanent position at Texas A&M, Andersson
still calls Sweden home and conducts research both in College Station
and at the University of Uppsala more than 5,000 miles away. His work
at Texas A&M currently revolves around studying chickens, but he has an

Modern advancements in genetic research and education have given

idea for a future project that might interest a few Aggie drill sergeants.

humanity a much deeper understanding of each person’s genetic makeup

“Now that we’ve isolated a gene that inﬂuences a horse’s gait, maybe

and how certain traits pass down through familial lines. Still, the av-

we should collaborate with the Corps of Cadets, study Fish that have

erage person’s understanding of genetics concerns relatively cosmetic

trouble synchronizing their arms and legs, and see if a similar mutation

diﬀerences, such as eye color, hair type and height. But according to

is to blame!” he joked. t

research conducted on domestic animals by Dr. Leif Andersson, small
changes in genes can aﬀect unbelievably complicated traits.

×

DR. LEIF ANDERSSON

the center for

Exceptionalism

In addition to Drs. Kennicutt, Needleman and Andersson,
these eﬆeemed researchers and paﬆ Fellows also decided
to take on permanent faculty positions at Texas A&M.
1

Harold Adams ’61, architect, is known
for building the ﬁrm RTKL Associates
into a global design leader. He worked
with President John F. Kennedy to
design his presidential library and,
later, Kennedy’s gravesite in Arlington
National Cemetery.

2

Dr. roger Howe, mathematician, is
highly regarded for his breakthroughs
in representation theory, which allows
mathematicians to translate problems
from abstract algebra into linear
algebra, substantially simplifying
them and making them more

Dr. James Hubbard Jr., mechanical
engineer, focuses his research on
advancing technology for autonomous
vehicles in the interest of creating
machines that can handle tasks
considered dangerous and ineﬃcient
for humans.

4

Dr. robert Skelton, electrical and
aerospace engineer, integrates system
science and materials science in an
interdisciplinary fashion to create
new material systems. His work with
demystifying “tensegrity” structures
seeks to serve mankind both on Earth
and in outer space.

3.52 g/cm

3

3

manageable.

C
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Funding Excellence
iN AGGielAND
5

Dr. edwin “Ned” omas, materials

A gift to the Hagler Institute is a high-level commitment to establishing

scientist and engineer, notably

Texas A&M as an academic powerhouse. For a limited time, matching

developed novel photonic materials,

funds are available for the following three endowed naming opportu-

or materials that selectively emit and

nities:

modify light. These materials are
used in countless gadgets, especially

Director’s Chair [$4 million]: Endowing a chair for the institute’s di-

displays, and for other innovative

rector would ensure that the Hagler Institute continues to forever be

purposes.

spearheaded by true leaders in academic administration. The director
splits his or her time evenly between leading the institute and working

6

Dr. William unruh, physicist, has

within their professional college at Texas A&M, with funds from the

previously worked with Steven Hawking

chair supporting both the director’s research and his or her students.

and is now reﬁning the foundations

The Director’s Chair will attract many top candidates each time a new

of quantum mechanics in relation to

director is recruited.

black holes, with additional research
in general relativity. He splits his time

Institute College Chair [$3 million]: An Institute College Chair would

between Texas A&M and The University

guarantee funding for a Fellow in the college of the donor’s choice in

of British Columbia.

perpetuity. Chair endowment earnings provide both a salary for Fellows
and funds for the host college, creating an immeasurable impact on the
chosen college’s research capabilities. The donor’s gift will attract a se-

in memorium
7

Dr. Christodoulos floudas
(1959–2016), chemical engineer, was
a respected authority in mathematical
modeling and the optimization of
complex systems. His research touched
many ﬁelds, including chemical process
synthesis and design, process control
and operations, and molecular biology.

8

quence of Fellows to Texas A&M and tremendously impact the academic
quality of the host college.

Graduate Student Fellowships [$800,000]: The institute provides
two $30,000 graduate student fellowships annually per Fellow. These
are awarded to students who collaborate on research with a Fellow, providing each student with career-changing opportunities that can only
come from working alongside the best scholars in their ﬁelds. Funding
a fellowship means creating transformative opportunities for deserving
students decades after the fellowship is initially established.

Dr. J. Karl Hedrick (1944–2017),
electrical engineer, was a pioneering
researcher in nonlinear control theory,

TO SUPPORT THE HAGLER INSTITUTE , CONTACT:

’08

which has been widely applied in

JASON PENRY

automated highway systems, software

ASSISTANT VICE PRESIDENT FOR

design and autonomous vehicles.

DEVELOPMENT OPERATIONS
TEXAS A&M FOUNDATION

(800) 392-3310

OR

(979) 458-5913

JPENRY @ TXAMFOUNDATION. COM
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Three-time Aggie graduate Eli Jones ’82 ’86 ’97 has led Mays Business
School to new heights as dean during the Lead by Example campaign.

If life is a voyage, then this is the best way to think about Eli Jones’
career: Texas A&M University has been his port, the place he’s returned to over and over to build the strength, knowledge and relationships that would sustain him as he traveled out in the world
in ever-bolder directions.
During the past 40 years, Jones ’82’86’97 has followed a path
filled with what he calls“God moments,” taking him from positions
in advertising to Fortune 100 companies to academia, which always
brought him back to Bryan-College Station. The last time he returned, in 2015, he brought with him a bounty of experience and wisdom to unload and share as the self-described“hybrid dean” of Mays
Business School, the institution where he earned his MBA and Ph.D.
Now, Mays is benefiting from the same transformational powers this first-generation college graduate has applied to his own life.
His ideas for creating “a culture of caring, collaboration, excellence
and innovation” at Mays are based not on vague theories, but on a
precise, hands-on knowledge of how to get results, how to motivate
and connect with people, and how to prepare students for success
in the business world.

the spectacular

— BY JE A N N I E RAL S TON
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ones believes that one of the key
ways to accomplish Mays’ vision of advancing
the world’s prosperity is to engage people, both
inside the school and outside.“My whole career
in sales has been about engagement—engaging
clients and engaging in conversations,” said Jones,
who holds the Lowry and Peggy Mays Eminent
Scholar Chair. “I’ve been leading people for 30
years—first a sales force and now faculty and
staff. I’ve actually done the work, and I’ve managed people and sold things.”
He’s certainly had great success engaging
others in his vision for Mays. During Texas
A&M’s Lead by Example campaign, Mays Business School set a $139 million fundraising goal.
Jones and the development team far exceeded
the target by raising more than $205 million.
On Campus, Part 1:

Journalism and Music

On a stretch of Leonard Road in Bryan, 6.5miles
from Mays Business School, sits a metal building that served as an early training ground for
Jones. The Jones Food Mart, as it was known
then, was the third business his entrepreneurial
parents started. First was a successful dry cleaning business in Houston. When his father, who
didn’t attend school past sixth grade, retired
from that business, he bought a ranch near the
town of Snook, where the young Jones helped
with a wide range of chores. Next, his parents
bought and ran the convenience store.“It was a
family business. I understood what it took to
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be a small business owner, and that really set
the foundation for my sales career,” he said.“My
parents were the best salespeople, and I learned
about building relationships and taking risks.”
After graduating from A&M Consolidated
High School, he considered only one university: Texas A&M. On a full-ride Presidential
Achievement Award scholarship, he began college as an accounting major, but found after one
semester that he didn’t like it. He switched to
journalism, and his deep baritone voice allowed
him to earn money during college as a disc jockey.
He worked both in Bryan-College Station (top
40 music) and, on weekends, in Houston at the
R&B station KMJQ, Majic 102. He also emceed
concerts at the Astrodome and met stars such
as Prince, Janet Jackson and Luther Vandross.
Later, he formed a DJ business called Music
Man Productions with his wife, Fern, whom he
met through their love of music.

Jones so impressed his employers at KMJQ
that just before his final semester at Texas A&M,
they offered him a program manager position
at a Detroit sister station.“It was a fantastic opportunity, but I was a first-generation college
student and I told them, ‘I’ve got to finish,’” he
recalled.“I often think about that because it was
truly one of those crossroads decisions.”
Out in the World, Part 1:

The Sales Bug
After graduation, Jones worked in advertising
for The Eagle newspaper in Bryan. Starting with
classified ads, he quickly leaned how to increase
sales since he needed to support his wife and,
by then, kids. He got paid by the inch and always pushed for more lines. “I didn’t have any
formal training,” he said.“I just asked questions.
If someone called to place a garage sale ad, I’d
ask, ‘Do you have a car you’d like to sell too?

for stations in Bryan-College

Music
has
been
an
important
part
of Jones’ life for decades, going back to his college days as a radio disc jockey

Meeting a Life-Changer

Station and Houston. Today, he and his wife, Fern, still record and produce music together in their home studio.

What about a washer-dryer?’ and I just kept
increasing the ad size.”
Managers noticed his sales prowess and
moved him to the more lucrative display ad sales.
Standard sales procedure was to show business
owners mocked-up ads in hopes they would be
excited and sign on. After trying this for a while,
Jones set his own course. Drawing on his journalistic training, he asked potential clients openended questions.“Tell me about your marketing
strategy,” he would say. Sometimes, he recommended another form of advertising.
“I focused more on what they were trying
to accomplish than what I was trying to sell,”
he said.“And what happened was those clients
started saying,‘Look, I’m trying to do this, should
I run an ad in the paper, on radio or TV?’ I always put the customer’s needs first.” This approach helped Jones become The Eagle’s top
ad salesperson.

On Campus, Part 2:

Wanting to build on his success in advertising
sales, Jones decided to pursue an MBA and was
fortunate to be taken under the wing of the late
Dr. Dan Robertson, then head of Texas A&M’s
MBA program. “He was a life changer,” Jones
said.“I walked into his office knowing nothing
about getting an MBA, and he helped explain
the process and how to study for the graduate
management admission test, and I got in.”
While pursuing his MBA, Jones met an
executive from Quaker Oats who visited College Station to speak to his class. This key connection led to a post-graduation job as a sales
representative for the company covering 100 grocery stores in the Houston area, along with selling to a major supermarket chain’s head buyer
and a wholesaler.
Out in the World, Part 2:

Honing His Craft
After rising in sales with Quaker Oats in Houston and in the Southeast, including South Carolina, where he remembers supplying a grocery
chain that sold the most grits in the country,
Jones moved to Nabisco. In Greenville, South
Carolina, he was given a sales team that was
ranked lowest in the division at No. 86.“I started
reading more about how to motivate salespeople because I needed to turn this team around,”
he said.“I was re-engaging the team using motivational theories I’d read about. I was out in
the field with them, and I was constantly teaching and looking at opportunities in the stores.”
Within a year, the sales team leapt to No. 2 in
the division.
Through his success with the Greenville
team, Jones discovered his passion for teaching
and research. That’s when the idea of going back
to college again occurred to him. Once more,
he only had eyes for Texas A&M. After career
moves with Nabisco and then Frito-Lay brought
him back to Houston, he applied to a Ph.D. program in Mays.
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On Campus, Part 3:

is my passion.” The sales center, with a mission ship of the E. J. Ourso College of Business at
to advance sales as a profession and develop sales Louisiana State University. He started just as
When Jones returned to College Station for the leaders, was only one of six in the country at the the 2008 financial crisis unfolded with the dauntthird time, he was a rarity: a doctoral student time. Today, there are 140.
ing task of raising $15 million for the school’s
who had 10 years of high-level industry expeJones had his hands full teaching classes, capital campaign.“We had to be creative to raise
rience with Fortune 100 companies. He began writing peer-reviewed research articles, devel- the funding, but we did it,” he said. Other chalcollecting awards—the Department of Mar- oping the sales center curriculum, connecting lenges met included guiding the school through
keting’s Doctoral Research Excellence Award with corporations interested in hiring students, re-accreditation and raising funds to build a
in 1995, the Department of Marketing’s Doc- managing adjunct professors and securing cor- new business education complex.
toral Student Teaching Excellence Award in porate sponsors.“It was a pure entrepreneurial
In 2012, he moved to lead the Walton Col1996 and 1997, and The Association of Former effort, raising funds and managing everything,” lege of Business at the University of Arkansas.
Students’ prestigious university-wide award for he said. “I was working hard creating the sales There, he made more international connections
teaching in 1997.
center, but I didn’t realize that what I was doing for the school and launched a fully online genPlus, he distinguished himself as a re- was really a microcosm of being a dean.”
eral business degree.“It’s still benefiting the unisearcher, winning a $44,000 Frito-Lay DisserAfter rising to full professor with tenure, versity today,” said Matthew Waller, the current
tation Grant.“It is rare for doctoral students to his combined experience in Houston prepared Walton College dean, who considers Jones a
earn financial support for their dissertations,” him for“real” dean work. Among several univer- mentor.“No matter what was going on, Eli was
said Dr. Paul Busch, a current Mays professor sities interested in him, he accepted the dean- unflappable.”
who headed the marketing department at the
time. “Eli has exceeded expectations across all
dimensions of his academic career.”
At the end of his doctoral work, Jones received offers to return to the corporate world,
Jones and his wife, Fern, created an endowment
where the pay would be greater than he could for Mays Business School to assist students interested in a professional sales career.
expect in academia. Like his decision on
whether or not to take the job in radio programming, Jones considers this another important crossroads.“I’ll never forget that my mom
said, ‘Baby, you went to school to become an
academic. Finish, follow through,’” he recalled.
If Jones could have stayed at Texas A&M,
he would have. Certainly, students wanted him
to remain. Many started a letter-writing campaign asking the administration to keep him
on. But at Texas A&M, like most universities,
there is an unwritten policy of not hiring doctoral students immediately following graduation. Instead, among several opportunities in
academia, Jones picked a promising position at
the University of Houston.

The Ph.D.

A three-time Aggie,

Out in the World, Part 3:

From Professor to Dean
At the University of Houston, he joined the
tenure track as an assistant professor and helped
establish the Sales Excellence Institute in its
College of Business.“I was not paid to build the
sales center,” he said.“I did it gratis because sales
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On Campus, Part 4:

Completing the Circle
Jones can’t forget the call. It was a Sunday. On
the line was a member of the search committee
for a new dean at Mays Business School, gauging his interest.“My mouth dropped.‘You mean
I have a chance to come back to my alma mater
and lead the school I graduated from?’ I asked.
That was incredible.”
When he returned as dean, he began working with some of the same faculty from his student days. Paul Busch was one of them, thrilled
to have Jones and his wife back, noting that
Jones’ career has been a team effort. The couple
has been married 38 years and have four grown
children and 10 grandchildren.
Busch praised Jones as a thoughtful listener,
strategic thinker and a doer. “By any standard,
Eli has done a great deal. University faculty work
falls into four categories: research, teaching, service and administration,” Busch explained.“Many
faculty achieve excellence in one or two of these
areas. A few in three areas. Eli excels in all four.
It is akin to an athlete earning gold medals in
the 100 meters, the high hurdles, the 1,500 meters and the marathon.”
Another area where Jones shines is his ability to connect academia and corporate America.“When I talk to company executives, since
I’ve been an executive, I quickly understand what
they want in terms of hiring students,” he said.
“Because I do research, publish and love teaching, I can also speak the language of academics.”
With his extensive toolbox, Jones is focused on, among other things, boosting Mays
into the top 10 national rankings of public business schools and ensuring that students receive
the digital skills needed to keep pace in today’s
data-driven workplace. He and his team have
created initiatives for academic innovation as
well as for diversity and inclusion.
At the same time, Jones takes on responsibilities far beyond his work as dean. It’s rare
for a dean to continue publishing, but he still
does. In the past 24 years as an academic, 13 of
those spent as a dean, he has coauthored and
published 45 peer-reviewed journal articles and
several books and book chapters, and chaired

several doctoral dissertations. He sits on international boards and teaches students, executives and other deans about the concepts of
selling. Jones also acts as a mentor to students
on campus and, nationally, through The Ph.D.
Project, a program that helps minorities attain
their business doctorates.
Andrea Dixon, the executive director of the
Center for Professional Selling at Baylor University, who worked with Jones teaching executives around the world for the Duke Corporate
Education Program, praised him for his knowledge and communication skills. But she is most
moved by his caring spirit.“I’ve observed Dean
Jones’ practice of walking the classroom before
students arrive and praying over each seat where
students will take up residence,” she reported.
A similar spirit is at the core of one of his
most important responsibilities.“Fundraising is
about heart and about connection. I call it friendraising,” Jones said, noting that he spends 50% of
his time talking to former students and corporations, getting them to invest in the vision for
Mays’ future.
The results have been astounding. In 2017,
his development team secured the largest single
gift to the business school in history: $25 million from the Mays Family Foundation. The contribution will develop students’ entrepreneurial
capabilities through a new Lowry Mays Entrepreneurial Leadership Academy program and
will support several areas of innovation, including the proposed expansion of the school’s business education complex and the school’s study
abroad programs.
Former students honored long-serving and
much-beloved accounting department head
Jim Benjamin by giving $10 million to name the
James Benjamin Department of Accounting;
the funds will help recruit faculty and expand
educational opportunities for students. Another
$10 million from the late Artie McFerrin Jr. ’65
and his wife, Dorothy, to name the McFerrin
Center for Entrepreneurship will further prepare aspiring entrepreneurs to succeed in a turbulent global economy. The business-to-business
automotive retail software giant Reynolds &
Reynolds gave $4 million to create the Reynolds

& Reynolds Sales Leadership Institute, which
will raise students’ awareness of the sales career
path, improve student career placement in sales
positions, and advance research and scholarship
in sales and sales management.
“When I came back to Aggieland, I was so
happy to be an Aggie talking to Aggies,” Jones
said.“We share the same goals. We want to make
Mays Business School one of the country’s elite
business schools. The relationship-building skills
that I have accumulated certainly help, but being
an Aggie helps the most. Plus, I’ve got a fantastic team and a strong Dean’s Advisory Board
working with me on this.”
Of all his fundraising priorities, scholarships are especially dear, since he received financial support for all three of his degrees at Texas
A&M. Fittingly, the A. Eugene Brockman Charitable Trust created a $5 million endowed scholarship program named for him: the Eli Jones
Dean’s Choice Award, which will offer full rides
to business students. And in true lead-by-example fashion, Jones and his wife have themselves
endowed a scholarship for marketing students.
“If you want to see me at my best, it’s when I’m
talking about first-generation college students
and scholarships,” he said.“I am blessed to have
the opportunity to discuss the power of scholarships with people and how they can truly make
a difference in a life, because scholarships made
a difference in mine. It’s very real to me.”
To be back where he started, at Texas
A&M, is life come full circle for Jones. “I’m a
first-generation college student from humble
beginnings. I’m a three-time Aggie, and a threetime dean,” he said with relish.“One who made
it home.” t
TO LEARN HOW YOU CAN HELP MAYS BUSINESS
SCHOOL CONTINUE ITS TRAJECTORY, CONTACT:
STEPHEN CISNEROS
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t

he medical world has seen

numerous technological advances in recent
years. From MRI machines and CT scanners

to telehealth, new inventions solve problems
and improve health care for all. Oftentimes,
though, doctors recognize the need for a solution but lack the engineering skills to design one. Imagine the innovations in a world
where doctors have knowledge of health
care needs and the inventive expertise to
solve those issues. Texas A&M University’s
Engi neering Medicine (EnMed) program
aims to make that world a reality.
A partnership between the College of Engineering, the College of Medicine and Houston Methodist Hospital, EnMed launched its
inaugural class in 2019 during the Lead by
Example campaign and exemplifies the way
Texas A&M is shaping the future. This transformative program is singular in allowing
students to earn a medical degree and a
master’s in engineering in four years. The
engineering degree program focuses on the
design, development and implementation
of medical technologies. Through development of their own ideas or collaboration
with EnMed partners, every student is required to contribute to the development of
a medical solution to a health care challenge
before graduation. Through these requirements, EnMed will produce doctors and innovators who will help advance the world’s
health.
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Based in Houston’s Texas Medical Center,
the program recently expanded its footprint
in the area with a new building that will create further opportunities for Texas A&M to
impact medicine. Thanks to the support of
donors like Sue Smith and Craig Brown ’75,
Jean and Frank Raymond, and Randall Shepard ’71, the program is currently training 59
students in its first two classes, with plans
to admit 50 students annually. For current
students Priya Arunachalam ’23 and Zachary
Richards ’19 ’23, EnMed allows them to pursue their passions while training them to become medical providers of the future.
—a—new—model —

By providing an education that integrates
engineering and medicine, EnMed is producing a new kind of physician: “a physicianeer.”
These professionals will have the training
of a traditional doctor while possessing the
engineering and business expertise to design new medical technologies and understand what is required to commer cialize
them for the medical market.
“The goal is to transform health care by
filling the profession with physicianeers,”
said Dr. Michael Moreno ’09, EnMed’s director of innovation. “Our students learn that
every problem faced while treating patients
is an opening to design a better solution.”
EnMed is a first-in-the-nation program
where students earn degrees in both medicine and engineering in four years. At the
heart of this approach is the philosophy that
medicine and engineering are fundamen50 | t e x a s a & M F O u n dat iO n

tally linked. “The most practical way to solve
our health care problems is through this convergence of the physical and life sciences,”
said Dr. Roderic Pettigrew, executive dean
of EnMed. “Bringing those two fields together is natural because, in nature, these
disciplines are interwoven.”
The program facilitates this connection
by covering the same topics in both medical
and engineering classes. For instance, as
students study the respiratory system, they
also learn about respiratory devices. The
program also blends medical and engineering terminology to help students become
bilingual and think in both simultaneously.
“EnMed has shown me that engineering and medicine are two sides of the same
coin,” said Richards, a second-year student.
“Both involve groups of people identifying
needs and solving problems to meet them.”
Beyond the classroom, EnMed students
gain real experience by working closely
with doctors at Houston Methodist Hospital, ranked the number one hospital in Texas
nine years in a row and a Top 20 Honor Roll
hospital nationwide. This collaboration starts
in their first year and expands in their fourth
semester as students begin interacting with
patients during a clerkship phase.
“Working with Houston Methodist doctors is phenomenal,” said Arunachalam, a
second-year EnMed student. “These doctors
are who we aspire to be, and having them
as mentors makes our goals more tangible.”
The program offers flexibility to provide
each student with an individualized educa-

tion tailored to their career goals and culminates in an Innovation Portfolio. To finish
the program, each student works with a
mentor or researchers in the Texas Medical
Center to develop a new device, technology or system with a goal to commercialize
their innovation.
“The innovations they create or develop
can focus on helping a patient, protecting
a clinician or improving the way a hospital
system operates,” Moreno said. “There are
numerous problems that may be addressed.
EnMed students want to improve the quality of health care in general for all of humanity.”
—innovator—material —

EnMed attracts students like Arunachalam
and Richards who are instinctual problemsolvers and hold bachelor’s degrees in areas
such as engineering, physics or computer
science. An Austin native and entrepreneur,
Arunachalam earned her bachelor’s in biomedical engineering from Johns Hopkins
University, where she collaborated on a few
startups that never reached the market. She
noticed that many classmates experienced
the same issue and decided to earn an MBA
in health care management and entrepreneurship from Johns Hopkins to learn more
about the business of startups. During that
time, she co-founded a company that provides cold storage solutions for health and
nutrition delivery in sub-Saharan Africa.
Arunachalam was attracted to the EnMed program because of its focus on not

just producing an innovation but also successfully introducing it to the medical field.
“My understanding of the business world
made the program more appealing because
I saw an end result for all the physicians
coming out of the program,” she explained.
She hopes to become a surgeon and expand access to health care by devising a
new type of hospital system. EnMed is providing the setting she needs to help achieve
these goals. “Meeting so many physicians
early on is invaluable,” she said. “Learning
medicine while maintaining an engineering
lens also keeps me in an innovative mind
space.”
A second-generation Aggie, Richards
earned his bachelor’s in biomedical engineering. During his time at Texas A&M, he
researched the bone-regenerating properties of stem cells and received an innovation grant from the Center for Cell and Organ
Biotechnology to develop 3D-printed scaffolds for facial bone repair. For his talents,
he was awarded the Craig Brown Outstanding Senior Engineer Award.
When he found EnMed, Richards knew
it was the perfect way to remain involved in
research while also pursuing his goal to become a doctor. “EnMed provides the combination of engineering and medicine that I
crave, and it’s laying the groundwork for an
influential medical career,” he said.
Although he is still exploring different
specializations, he plans to incorporate his
engineering and development skills into
his career. “I feel so well-connected to the

>

After four years of casebased instruction focused
on the intersection of
medicine and engineering,
future physicianeers will
be at the cutting-edge of
health care. Topics of
study range from medical
terminology and human
anatomy to how emerging
technologies like artificial
intelligence can transform
medicine.

“ EnMed provides the combination of

and medicine that I crave,
and it’s laying the groundwork for an influential medical career.”
— Zachary

Richards ’19 ’23

“Meeting so many physicians early on

is invaluable. Learning
while maintaining an engineering lens
also keeps me in that innovative mind space.”
— Priya

Arunachalam ’23

The Texas A&M University
System is building a halfbillion-dollar complex in the
Texas Medical Center to
house its groundbreaking
EnMed program. The new
facilities and lab spaces
will allow EnMed students
to pursue independent
work and immersive
research experiences with
some of the brightest
minds in medicine.

<

people around me and to different opportunities,” Richards said. “That’s how EnMed
helps us achieve our goals: It’s not just the
education and the personal experience but
also the connections we are building with
each other and the people who know the
ins and outs of medical innovation.”
Like Arunachalam and Richards, other
students have participated in innovations
or research prior to entering the program,
and these creative energies have continued through EnMed. Some students have
already begun tackling medical problems
in their first year, such as solutions to treat
GI disorders or improve hospital systems,
while Richards and others worked together
to make open source ventilators and created
a mask-fitting app for physicians when the
COVID-19 pandemic hit.
“It’s surprising how much extracurricular work they are doing,” Moreno said. “They
are going above and beyond.”
—an —expanding —signal —

The EnMed program continues to expand its
influence in the Texas Medical Center. In fall
2020, the program moved from its previous
space in Houston Methodist’s West Pavilion
to its own home in the Discovery Tower, a
newly renovated 18-story building containing classrooms and a state-of-the-art makerspace. The facility is part of EnMed’s new
5-acre Innovation Plaza, which will contain
two more buildings: Life Tower, a 19-story
student housing and parking facility, and
Horizon Tower, a 30-story building contain-

ing professional office spaces, retail areas
and green space. As the largest new project
in the Texas Medical Center, the development broke ground in October 2020 and is
scheduled for completion in 2023.
These facilities are another example of
the university’s commitment to leading by
example. “Within the Texas Medical Center,
there are many medical institutions and contributors, but none of them do what EnMed
does,” Pettigrew explained. “Our program
establishes a unique role for Texas A&M
within the Texas Medical Center, and the
expansion has tremendous future potential
for establishing our university as a global
leader in this new field.”
EnMed was formed on a collaborative
mindset, and Innovation Plaza will further
this focus through new professional spaces
that allow medical experts and Texas A&M
faculty and students to more closely interact. In addition to expanding health-related
research and funding, the development will
help increase the health care technology
market in the Texas Medical Center and create new startup companies and jobs.
“Innovation Plaza will be a community
for discovery,” Pettigrew said. “It will stimulate ideas and facilitate the development
of products that will improve world health.”
—inventing —tomorrow —

EnMed’s innovative approach is supported
by donors who share the program’s transformative vision. These include Sue Smith
and Craig Brown, leaders of the Craig and

Galen Brown Foundation, as well as Jean
and Frank Raymond of the Frank J. and Jean
Raymond Foundation. Both couples committed $5 million gifts through the Hous ton
Methodist Hospital Foundation to create an
endowed chair for Houston Methodist researchers involved in EnMed and fund students’ Capstone Innovator Awards projects.
Smith and Brown, who also founded the
landmark Brown Scholars program at Texas
A&M, believe EnMed combines their passions for medicine and innovation in a time
of rapid technological advancements. “EnMed is very exciting not only because it is
a first-in-the-nation program but also because it holds the promise to transform medicine and impact patients and communities
worldwide,” Smith said.
“EnMed will produce a new doctor,”
added Brown. “The combination of engineering and medicine is a new field, and it will
lead to life-changing innovations.”
The program’s focus on innovation also
interested Raymond, an engineer and entrepreneur who created Texas A&M ’s Raymond Ideas Challenge, a competition for
students on campus to submit ideas for
new products, services or solutions. The
Raymond Foundation also grants five scholarships to Aggies each year. “EnMed is the
start of something unique,” Raymond said.
“I have such passion for supporting young
people who are excelling in college and
looking to excel in the future.”
Donors like Randall Shepard ’71 are also
supporting EnMed with student schol ar -

ships created through the Texas A&M Foundation. A member of the College of Science
and College of Medicine advisory boards,
Shepard recognizes EnMed’s potential to
solve problems beyond this world and created his gift to promote research on the effects of space exploration on humans. “I
want students to go beyond the limits to
solve problems we are just beginning to
identify from space exploration,” he said.
With such robust resources, EnMed’s
students can look toward careers that will
forever shape the health care industry’s future. As for its supporters, they’re in agreement on the indelible transformations that
will follow.
“Where do I see EnMed in 20 years?”
said Brown. “Beyond my imagination.” t

To fulfill EnMed’s mission of improving the
world’s health, the Texas A&M Foundation
partners with the Houston Methodist Hospital
Foundation to fundraise for the program and
its future physicianeers.
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opportunity

Following in a Giant’s Footsteps
A Lead by Example donation creates the Norman Borlaug Endowed Research
Scholars Program to foster the next generation of agricultural pioneers.
BY D O R I A N M A RT I N ’ 0 6

A
Dr. Norman
Borlaug’s work had a
far-reaching impact
on the lives of
millions of people in
developing countries.
His breeding of
high-yielding crop
varieties helped
societies become selfsufficient in their
food production.
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s father of the Green Revolution and the
1970 Nobel Laureate, Dr. Norman Borlaug
was at the forefront of the agricultural paradigm shift to address world hunger. Now,
through the creation of the Norman Borlaug Endowed Research Scholars Program
(NBERS), Texas A&M University’s College
of Agriculture and Life Sciences is focusing
on developing the next generation of agricultural research trailblazers.
A top priority of Dean Patrick Stover,
NBERS was established in 2019 through a

$1million matching fund from Cactus Feeders, a beef and pork producer located in
the South and Midwest. The gift was one
of the largest contributions to the college
during the Lead by Example campaign.“In
the 50th anniversary year of Dr. Borlaug’s
Nobel Prize, Cactus Feeders was pleased
to make the lead gift to establish the Borlaug Scholars Program,” said Dr. Michael
Engler, Cactus Feeders’ chairman of the
board. “We’d like to thank Dr. Stover for
recognizing Dr. Borlaug’s deep connection

Utilize Matching Funds Today

to Texas A&M and its mission of educating
future generations of agriculturalists to
nourish the world.”
Food for All
Borlaug’s groundbreaking work began in
1944, when he was profoundly shaken after
seeing depleted soils, diseased crops and
low yields in Mexico. The setting was so
dire that farmers could not grow food for
themselves. In a letter to his wife, Borlaug
wrote,“These places I’ve seen have clubbed
my mind, they are so poor and depressing.
I don’t know what we can do to help these
people, but we’ve got to do something.”
The solution came in the form of a
grain of wheat. As a geneticist and plant
pathologist with Mexico’s Cooperative
Wheat Research and Production Program,
Borlaug identified a tropical grain variety
that was high-yielding, short-strawed and
disease-resistant. He put the new strains into
extensive production to help ease hunger
in Mexico, Pakistan and India. Eventually,
his efforts extended into Central and South
America, the Near and Middle East, and
Africa.
The pragmatic researcher joined Texas
A&M’s faculty in 1984 as Distinguished
Professor of International Agriculture. In
2006, the university honored his achievements by naming the Norman Borlaug Institute for International Agriculture, which
today remains focused on continuing and
expanding his legacy by playing a key role
in fighting world hunger.
A New Focus on Food Quality
Today’s researchers face very different challenges, which include food’s role in maintaining human health and the environmental
consequences of agricultural and economic

sustainability. “To achieve these goals, we
need strong scientific evidence to support
all decision makers, from consumers to legislators,” Stover said.“It is especially challenging to collect the strong scientific evidence
that connects food and health throughout
the life cycle, as food and nutrient needs vary
among individuals and change as we age.”
This emerging shift, which is exacerbated by the explosive increase in chronic
diseases among Americans, is forcing researchers to increasingly address food quality.“Consumer food preferences are driven
by many factors, including taste, price, convenience, and nutrition and health,” Stover
said. “While health is not yet the primary
concern of all consumers, people are now
much more aware of the rise in metabolic
disease and its connection to food.”
However, conflicting news about the
connection between food and health confuses many in the general public. Stover believes programs like NBERS can prepare
researchers to undertake studies that mitigate this confusion.“Agriculture and food
production is driven by consumer demand,
and producers will respond to changes in
this demand,” he said.“Consumers want to
be empowered with knowledge to make
the best decisions, but it is difficult to sort
out fact from fiction. There are many agendas and philosophies that place a wedge
between producers and consumers, which
is why we need to bridge the producerconsumer divide with sound scientific information.”
To that end, NBERS will place Texas
A&M at the forefront of preparing the next
generation of scientists to make crucial agricultural research breakthroughs.“We need
to attract the most talented individuals to
agriculture, food and nutrition research to

Patrick Fox ’80 (above) knows a good deal when he sees one.
When Cactus Feeders made matching funds available to support
the Norman Borlaug Endowed Research Scholars Program, he was
ready to sign on the dotted line.
Through a $50,000 matching gift from his family’s foundation,
the retired Dallas businessman created the Fox Family Foundation
Norman Borlaug Endowed Undergraduate Scholarship. “Our family
foundation primarily makes donations to education, underprivileged
students and nature conservation,” Fox said. “We were interested
in supporting this program because it will actively engage undergraduate students in research science, the importance of which
has been underscored during the COVID-19 pandemic.”
Ultimately, the college hopes to raise $3 million for the program
during the next five years. Donors can support NBERS by creating an
undergraduate research scholarship with a $50,000 gift to be matched
for a total endowment of $100,000, or by establishing a graduate research fellowship with a $125,000 gift to be matched for a total endowment of $250,000.
These scholarships and fellowships will support promising fulltime undergraduate and graduate students in agriculture and life
sciences who are interested in research careers. “Students are the
lifeblood of research,” Stover said. “They bring fresh ideas, enthusiasm and a sense of purpose to the university. But they need to find
out early in their education if research is their passion, and this program will give them a head start in finding their career path in life.”

be successful,” Stover concluded.“With the
Borlaug legacy, and the history, leadership
and excellence of Texas A&M AgriLife,
Texas A&M will further elevate its global
reputation for providing solutions to nourish the world for generations to come.” t
TO SUPPORT NBERS , CONTACT:
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Scholar: A junior from Hobbs, New Mexico, Shaye Smith ’22 is among the first
students in Texas A&M University’s environmental engineering major, a new dis-

Support for Aggie Superstars
I N T h E E A R Ly S TAG E S O F T h E L E A D BY E XA M P L E
C A M PA I G N, R E TA h Ay N E S C O M M I T T E D A M A J O R G I F T TO E S TA B L I S h

cipline that seeks to develop solutions for
providing safe water, reducing emissions
and safely managing hazardous wastes,
among other areas. “I chose this field be-

T h E C O M P E T I T I V E h Ay N E S S C h O L A R S P R O G R A M F O R E xC E P T I O NA L

cause it presents unique opportunities and

AG G I E S . F O U RT E E N S T U D E N TS h AV E BE N E F I T E D S O FA R , I N C LU DI N G

because it is a fluid career with a variety

E N V I RO N M E N TA L E N G I N E E R I N G M AJ O R S h Ay E S M I T h ’ 2 2 .

of prospects,” she said.
Like any good scholar, Smith is eager

By Lydia Hill ’21

for new experiences in every area of life,
and she hopes to use her Aggie education
to travel the world as an engineering firm
consultant. “I want to get the most out of
life and share those experiences with the
people around me,” she added.
Smith considers her greatest feat to be
her hard work, which resulted in a full ride
to college through scholarships. “I’m most
proud of the little things, because they’re
the building blocks,” she explained. “Having an award like the Haynes Scholarship
gives me the opportunity to do things I love,
and I try to appreciate it every day. It’s the
biggest blessing of my life.”

World Traveler: A self-identified adventure junkie, Smith enjoys traveling and has

Leading by Generosity

visited Latin America, but her favorite ex-

Created by Reta Haynes through a dual cash

ing a church mission trip, she served as a

and estate gift, the Haynes Scholars Program

sports camp counselor and coach for Egypt-

currently covers 50% or more of total college

ian middle schoolers. “Traveling is a huge

expenses for select high-achieving students.

part of my life,” Smith explained. “During

When fully funded, the program will provide

my trip to Egypt, I saw the world through

four-year scholarships to approximately 40

a different lens.”

students annually.
“Meeting and knowing these scholars
has been the highlight of my life,” Haynes
said. “These young people are the future of
our great country, and I know they will keep
the Aggie traditions and spirit alive and pass
them to future generations.”
This gift represents only one way Haynes
has generously supported Texas A&M. She
and her late husband, Bill ’46, have contributed to the university since 1985, and after Bill
passed away in 2009, she has continued to
give. During the Lead by Example campaign,
she committed nearly $50 million to nu merous areas, including the Corps of Cadets,
the Bush School of Government and Public
Service, the College of Engineering, the College of Education and Human Development,
and The Association of Former Students.

cursion was to Egypt in summer 2019. Dur-

Athlete and Leader: As a member of
the Texas A&M women’s water polo team,
Smith exhibits leadership qualities through
sports. She played basketball most of her
life until a knee injury drew her to the pool
during her junior year of high school. The
next year, she was selected as captain of
the swim team, where she guided the women’s relay to state finals for the first time in
five years. “Now, at Texas A&M, it is exciting to encourage my teammates and be a
leader amongst friends,” Smith said.
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finalreview
Whoop! It’s Time to Celebrate.
After nearly a decade of building relationships and foster-

took part in this historic campaign. It features stories of

ing philanthropy, Texas A&M University and its fundraising

human impact, honors donors with messages of thanks and

partners are celebrating the success of the monumental

provides in-depth information about how the campaign’s

Lead by Example capital campaign, which concluded at the

success will positively transform Texas A&M for future gen-

end of 2020. To say “Thanks and Gig ’em” to the Aggie com-

erations of Aggies. We invite you to visit today and join us

munity, we’ve unveiled an interactive finale website at

in commemorating this landmark moment in Texas A&M’s

leadbyexample.tamu.edu dedicated to everyone who

history.

